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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To solve the problem that it

is often confused to discriminate whether a preview

image to be checked before printing is a surface print or

a rear print.

SOLUTION: When both-side printing mode can be

specified at the time of specifying printing, icons for a

surface and a back face are individually displayed on an

icon display area 24a7 for displaying printing page

numbers by icons at the time of displaying a preview in

accordance with both-side printing, printing pages are

distributed in accordance with the printing mode and the

display of an image display area 24a8 is updated so as to

be properly linked with the specification of the printing

page numbers in the icon display area 24a7, so that

confusion between the surface and the back face can be

evaded and checking operation utilizing a preview

function can be easily performed.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A medium which recorded a print preview program to which an icon display

field characterized by comprising the following which carries out the icon display of

the print page number, and an image display field at the time of printing interlocked

with a print page number chosen in the field are displayed on a computer.

A double-side printing specification reception function to receive specification of

being double-side printing.

An icon division function corresponding to a surface and rear surface on which a print

page number by the side of the surface and a print page number by the side of a rear

face are classified and displayed in the above-mentioned icon display field according

to specification of double-side printing.

A distribution controlling function who manages distribution of a print page at the time

of double-side printing.

An image display generation function which is interlocked with selection in a print page

number classified [ above-mentioned ] t and generates an image display at the time of

printing in the above-mentioned image display field.

[Claim 2]A medium which recorded a print preview program making a print page

number by the side of the surface, and a print page number by the side of a rear face

adjoin a single tier every, respectively, and displaying them in a medium which

recorded a print preview program of a statement on above-mentioned claim 1 by an

icon division function corresponding to the above-mentioned surface and rear surface.

[Claim 3]In a medium which recorded a print preview program of a statement on either

above-mentioned claim 1 or claim 2, While the above-mentioned double-side printing

specification reception function can receive specification of double-sided folding

bookbinding printing and manages distribution of a print page according to

specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing in the above-mentioned

distribution controlling function, A medium which recorded a print preview program

generating an image display of two or more print pages on the same space kicked

[ above-mentioned ] by for the first time in selection in a print page number classified

[ above-mentioned ] in the above-mentioned image display generation function being

interlocked with.

[Claim 4]In a medium which recorded a print preview program of a statement on
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above-mentioned claim 3, For receiving specification of double-sided folding

bookbinding printing, the above-mentioned double-side printing specification

reception function can be faced and folded up, and can specify number of sheets, A

medium which recorded a print preview program managing distribution of a print page

according to specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing at the time of

folding up in the above-mentioned distribution controlling function, and specifying

number of sheets.

[Claim 5]In a medium which recorded a print preview program of a statement on either

above-mentioned claim 1 - claim 4, The above-mentioned double-side printing

specification reception function can receive double-side printing of a back cover at

the time of specification of double-leaved bookbinding printing, While adding

distribution of double-side printing to a back cover according to specification of

double-leaved bookbinding printing in the above-mentioned distribution controlling

function and managing distribution of a print page, A medium which recorded a print

preview program generating an image display of two or more print pages on the same

space kicked [ above-mentioned ] by for the first time in selection in a print page

number classified [ above-mentioned ] in the above-mentioned image display

generation function being interlocked with.

[Claim 6]In a recorded medium, a print preview program of a statement to either

above-mentioned claim 1 - claim 5 in an icon division function corresponding to the

above-mentioned surface and rear surface. A medium which recorded a print preview

program making a display which does not print perform to an icon of a print page which

could receive selection operation of execution stops of an individual print page, and

received selection operation of execution stops.

[Claim 7]In a recorded medium, a print preview program of a statement to either

above-mentioned claim 1 - claim 6 the above-mentioned image display generation

function, Can refer to a shared memory field which can be referred to from other

functions one by one, and reference is referred to for existence of writing of data to

the shared memory field from other functions during execution of the

above-mentioned image display generation function, A medium which recorded a print

preview program acquiring directions corresponding to writing.

[Claim 8]A medium which recorded a print preview program, wherein the

above-mentioned image display generation function indicates the processing rate of

an individual command required for an image display by visual in a medium which

recorded a print preview program of a statement on either above-mentioned claim 1
-

claim 7.
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[Claim 9]A print preview device which has an icon display field characterized by

comprising the following which carries out the icon display of the print page number,

and an image display field at the time of printing interlocked with a print page number

chosen in the field, and displays a print preview.

A double-side printing specification receiving means which receives specification of

being double-side printing.

An icon division means corresponding to a surface and rear surface on which a print

page number by the side of the surface and a print page number by the side of a rear

face are classified and displayed in the above-mentioned icon display field according

to specification of double-side printing.

A distribution management tool which manages distribution of a print page at the time

of double-side printing.

An image display creating means which is interlocked with selection in a print page

number classified [ above-mentioned ], and generates an image display at the time of

printing in the above-mentioned image display field.

[Claim 10]A printing preview method which displays an icon display field characterized

by comprising the following which carries out the icon display of the print page number,

and an image display field at the time of printing interlocked with a print page number

chosen in the field.

A double-side printing specification reception process of receiving specification of

being double-side printing.

An icon division process corresponding to a surface and rear surface on which a print

page number by the side of the surface and a print page number by the side of a rear

face are classified and displayed in the above-mentioned icon display field according

to specification of double-side printing.

A distribution managing process which manages distribution of a print page at the time

of double-side printing.

An image display generation process of selection in a print page number classified

[ above-mentioned ] being interlocked with, and generating an image display at the

time of printing in the above-mentioned image display field.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the medium, print preview device, and

printing preview method which recorded the print preview program.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]When performing a print preview conventionally using a

computer, while carrying out the icon display of the print page number, the image at

the time of printing interlocked with the print page number which adjoins this viewing

area and is chosen in the field is displayed.

[0003]In this case, the icon display of a print page number is only a display of a mere

single tier.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]Although a printer driver has a double-side

printing function increasingly, in the conventional print preview mentioned above, it is

not concerned with whether the image at the time of printing is double-side printing,

but the icon display of a print page number is only a mere uniform display, without

taking a rear surface into consideration. For this reason, when it was going to check

an image by preview before printing, the technical problem that it was easy to get

confused about whether it is surface printing and whether it is printing on the back

occurred.

[0005]The medium which recorded the print preview program which it grasps correctly

whether the page which it is going to check when it was made in view of the

aforementioned problem and performs double-side printing hits the surface, and

whether this invention hits a rear face, and can perform confirmation work, It aims at

offer of a print preview device and a printing preview method.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem]In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, an

invention concerning claim 1, In a medium which recorded a print preview program to

which an icon display field which carries out the icon display of the print page number,

and an image display field at the time of printing interlocked with a print page number

chosen in the field are displayed on a computer, A double-side printing specification

reception function to receive specification of being double-side printing, and an icon

division function corresponding to a surface and rear surface on which a print page

number by the side of the surface and a print page number by the side of a rear face

are classified and displayed in the above-mentioned icon display field according to

specification of double-side printing, It has composition possessing an image display
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generation function which is interlocked with selection in a print page number

classified [ above-mentioned ] with a distribution controlling function who manages

distribution of a print page at the time of double-side printing, and generates an image

display at the time of printing in the above-mentioned image display field.

[0007]In an invention concerning claim 1 constituted as mentioned above, An icon

display field which carries out the icon display of the print page number of only the

total number of print pages, It faces performing a print preview on which an image

display field at the time of printing interlocked with a print page number chosen in the

field is displayed, If specification of double-side printing is received by a double-side

printing specification reception function, while an icon division function corresponding

to a surface and rear surface will classify and display a print page number by the side

of the surface, and a print page number by the side of a rear face in the

above-mentioned icon display field, A distribution controlling function has managed

distribution of a print page at the time of double-side printing, and an image display

generation function is interlocked with selection in a print page number classified

[ above-mentioned ], and generates an image display at the time of printing in the

above-mentioned image display field.

[0008]That is, he displays page number of 1 on a viewing area of 1 selectable at the

time of double-side printing, making page number of a rear surface relation to a

complete state into a pair, and is trying for a page corresponding to the page number

to display an image on space actually printed on other viewing areas.

[0009]In a medium which recorded a print preview program of a statement on

above-mentioned claim 1 , an invention concerning claim 2 is considered as

composition on which a print page number by the side of the surface and a print page

number by the side of a rear face are made to adjoin a single tier every, respectively,

and are displayed by an icon division function corresponding to the above-mentioned

surface and rear surface.

[0010]In an invention concerning claim 2 constituted as mentioned above, it is an icon

display field, and a print page number by the side of the surface and a print page

number by the side of a rear face are displayed a single tier every, respectively, and

they are made to acjjoin and it is displayed.

[001 1]In a medium by which an invention concerning claim 3 recorded a print preview

program of a statement on either above-mentioned claim 1 or claim 2, While the

above-mentioned double-side printing specification reception function can receive

specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing and manages distribution of

a print page according to specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing in
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the above-mentioned distribution controlling function, In the above-mentioned image

display generation function, it has composition which generates an image display of

two or more print pages on the same space kicked [ above-mentioned ] by for the

first time in, selection in a print page number classified [ above-mentioned ] being

interlocked with.

[0012]In an invention concerning claim 3 constituted as mentioned above, If

specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing is received by the

above-mentioned double-side printing specification reception function, The

above-mentioned distribution controlling function manages distribution of a print page

according to specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing, and an image

display of two or more print pages on the same space kicked [ above-mentioned ] by

for the first time in is generated, selection in a print page number by which the

above-mentioned image display generation function was classified

[ above-mentioned ] being interlocked with.

[0013]In a medium by which an invention concerning claim 4 recorded a print preview

program of a statement on above-mentioned claim 3, For receiving specification of

double-sided folding bookbinding printing, the above-mentioned double-side printing

specification reception function can be faced and folded up, can specify number of

sheets, and is considered as composition which manages distribution of a print page

according to specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing at the time of

folding up and specifying number of sheets by the above-mentioned distribution

controlling function.

[0014]In an invention concerning claim 4 constituted as mentioned above, Although a

non-set of an end of a side which will not be filed if double-sided folding bookbinding

printing also folds up and piles up all the number of sheets becomes large and is

unsightly, by specifying fold-up number of sheets, folding of a small number of number

of sheets will be piled up, and appearance becomes good. However, page distribution

in a case of performing such specification requires advanced skilled technique, and it

is difficult for a general user. On the other hand, when a double-side printing

specification reception function faced and folds up and specifies number of sheets for

receiving specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing, in the

above-mentioned distribution controlling function, distribution of a print page is

managed according to specification of double-sided folding bookbinding printing at the

time of folding up and specifying number of sheets.

[0015]In a medium by which an invention concerning claim 5 recorded a print preview

program of a statement on either above-mentioned claim 1 - claim 4, The
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above-mentioned double-side printing specification reception function can receive

double-side printing of a back cover at the time of specification of double-leaved

bookbinding printing, While adding distribution of double-side printing to a back cover

according to specification of double-leaved bookbinding printing in the

above-mentioned distribution controlling function and managing distribution of a print

page, In the above-mentioned image display generation function, it has composition

which generates an image display of two or more print pages on the same space

kicked [ above-mentioned ] by for the first time in, selection in a print page number

classified [ above-mentioned ] being interlocked with.

[0016]In an invention concerning claim 5 constituted as mentioned above, If the

above-mentioned double-side printing specification reception function receives

specification of double-leaved bookbinding printing, The above-mentioned distribution

controlling function manages distribution of a print page according to specification of

double-leaved bookbinding printing, and an image display of two or more print pages

on the same space kicked [ above-mentioned ] by for the first time in is generated,

selection in a print page number by which the above-mentioned image display

generation function was classified [ above-mentioned ] being interlocked with.

[0017]An invention concerning claim 6 a print preview program of a statement in a

recorded medium to either above-mentioned claim 1 - claim 5 in an icon division

function corresponding to the above-mentioned surface and rear surface. Selection

operation of execution stops of an individual print page can be received, and it has

composition which makes a display which does not print perform to an icon of a print

page which received selection operation of execution stops.

[0018]When it is also when printing goes wrong and you do not want to print a print

page individually, and selection operation of execution stops is received by an icon

division function corresponding to the above-mentioned surface and rear surface, a

display which does not print is made to perform to an icon of a print page in an

invention concerning claim 6 constituted as mentioned above.

[0019]An invention concerning claim 7 a print preview program given in either

above-mentioned claim 1 - claim 6 in a recorded medium the above-mentioned image

display generation function, A shared memory field which can be referred to from

other functions can be referred to one by one, and it has composition which acquires

directions corresponding to [ with reference to reference ] writing for existence of

writing of data to the shared memory field from other functions during execution of

the above-mentioned image display generation function.

[0020]In an invention concerning claim 7 constituted as mentioned above, via writing
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and reference of data to the shared memory field, also while one function performed,

directions from other functions were made acquirable.

[0021]In a medium by which an invention concerning claim 8 recorded a print preview

program of a statement on either above-mentioned claim 1 - claim 7, the

above-mentioned image display generation function is considered as composition

which indicates the processing rate of an individual command required for an image

display by visual.

[0022]In an invention concerning claim 8 constituted as mentioned above, it faces

performing a print image display which requires a long time comparatively, and since it

will become uneasy if a display on a screen turns off and carries out, the processing

rate of an individual command required for an image display is indicated by visual. It

may be a digital readout, although a bar graph is effective as a visual display or it is

pattern displays, such as a pie chart.

[0023]of course, such a recording medium can completely be considered the same

way in any recording media which may be magnetic recording media, which it may

carry out and may be optical magnetic recording media and which carry out and will be

developed from now on. About duplicate stages, such as a primary replica and a

secondary replica, it is equivalent without room to completely ask.

[0024]A part is software, and it does not differ at all in thought of an invention in a

case where a part is realized by hardware, and may be considered as a thing of a

gestalt which memorizes a part on a recording medium and is read suitably if needed.

Of course, it cannot be overemphasized that thought of an invention is reflected in

this program itself.

[0025]Thus, a technique on which a print page number by the side of the surface and

a print page number by the side of a rear face will be classified and displayed in an

icon display field if specification of double-side printing is received is realized in a

computer with substance, It can be understood easily that this invention can be

applied in the meaning also as a device with substance having contained such a

computer. For this reason, an icon display field where an invention concerning claim 9

carries out the icon display of the print page number, In a print preview device which

has an image display field at the time of printing interlocked with a print page number

chosen in the field, and displays a print preview, A double-side printing specification

receiving means which receives specification of being double-side printing, and an

icon division means corresponding to a surface and rear surface on which a print page

number by the side of the surface and a print page number by the side of a rear face

are classified and displayed in the above-mentioned icon display field according to
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specification of double-side printing, It has composition possessing an image display

creating means which is interlocked with a distribution management tool which

manages distribution of a print page at the time of double-side printing, and selection

in a print page number classified [ above-mentioned ], and generates an image display

at the time of printing in the above-mentioned image display field.

[0026]That is, there is no difference in being effective also as a device with substance

controlled by a computer. Of course, such a print preview device can contain not only

this but various kinds of modes as thought of that it may carry out independently and

may carry out with other methods in the state where it was included in a certain

apparatus, and an invention, and can change them suitably.

[0027]When a medium which recorded such a print preview program advances

processing according to this control, it is natural on the bottom, and that it can apply

also as a method can understand it easily on it. [ of an invention existing in the

procedure ] For this reason, in a printing preview method which displays an icon

display field where an invention concerning claim 10 carries out the icon display of the

print page number, and an image display field at the time of printing interlocked with a

print page number chosen in the field, A double-side printing specification reception

process of receiving specification of being double-side printing, and an icon division

process corresponding to a surface and rear surface on which a print page number by

the side of the surface and a print page number by the side of a rear face are

classified and displayed in the above-mentioned icon display field according to

specification of double-side printing, It has composition possessing an image display

generation process of a distribution managing process which manages distribution of a

print page at the time of double-side printing, and selection in a print page number

classified [ above-mentioned ] being interlocked with, and generating an image display

at the time of printing in the above-mentioned image display field.

[0028]That is, there is not necessarily a difference not only in a medium with

substance, etc. but in being effective as the method.

[0029]

[Effect of the Invention]As explained above, when this invention receives specification

of double-side printing, the print page number by the side of the surface and the print

page number by the side of a rear face can be classified, and it can be made to display

in an icon display field, and becomes easy to grasp the concrete print image which

should be referred to. The medium which recorded the print preview program which

distribution of the print page in double-side printing is grasped correctly, and can

display it can be provided.
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[0030]According to the invention concerning claim 2, there is also little sense of

incongruity with the mere single-tier display of the old order of a print page.

[0031]According to the invention concerning claim 3, it is on the contrary easy to

confuse the turn of double-sided folding bookbinding printing to classify and display

the print page number by the side of the surface and the print page number by the

side of a rear face, but. To the last since the pages affected by which simultaneous

printing is carried out are correctly managed even when a print page number is

located in a line in order and the any are chosen, it can prevent seeing a actual print

image and getting confused.

[0032]According to the invention concerning claim 4, confusion of the turn of printing

by the folding bookbinding printing of the double-side printing which specifies fold-up

number of sheets is avoidable. Of course, in an icon display, the inconsistency of the

row of the print page number located in a line and a actual print page is large, and

confusion in the meaning is made as for it to the minimum.

[0033]According to the invention concerning claim 5, naturally in the case of the

double-side printing of the back cover in double-leaved printing, it is applicable to

classify and display the print page number by the side of the surface and the print

page number by the side of a rear face, and compatibility with printing by other print

modes is maintained.

[0034]According to the invention concerning claim 6, the print page which received

the selection operation of execution stops can be grasped visually.

[0035]According to the invention concerning claim 7, although processing of many

individual commands is extremely needed for displaying a print image, there is much

hope of wanting to make it cancel etc., also after starting the execution. Although it is

usually impossible to direct such directions from other individual functions, directions

can be made to transmit immediately by referring to the writing of data to a shared

memory field one by one.

[0036]According to the invention concerning claim 8, a user cannot be made uneasy

during the print image display which requires a long time comparatively.

[0037]According to the invention concerning claim 9, the print preview device which

does the same effect so can be provided, and according to the invention concerning

claim 10, a printing preview method can be provided.

[0038]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the embodiment of this invention is

described based on a drawing. Drawing 1 shows the execution environment of the

printer driver with which the print preview program concerning one embodiment of this
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invention is included by the software diagram. In the computer hardware system which

is not illustrated, this printer driver is mounted with an operating system, and works at

the time of execution of the print function from application.

[0039]In the figure, the operating system (hereafter referred to as OS.) 1 1 is standing

by instructions of the various kinds of the application 12. The application 12, the

printing module 12a calling the GDI function 11a which realizes the graphic user

interface function of OS1 1, and displaying a printing interface, if it has a print function

and this print function is performed. It is made for selection of various kinds of

parameters to be attained.

[0040]Drawing 2 shows the operation screen which chooses a print function with the

application 12, and the character of "file" 12c1 which means file related operation at

the left end of the upper part frame part 1 2c of the window frame 1 2b is displayed. If

click operation of this is carried out, the pull down menu 12d will be displayed, and if

"printing" menu 12d1 in it is performed, the printing interface 12e as shown in drawing

3will be displayed. The drivers 21-24 (it names generically and is called the driver 20)

in drawing 1 display this printing interface 1 2e. In drawing 1 , the driver 20 consists of

the drivers 21-24 of four bodies corresponding to the function and the call from OS1 1,

and the driver 24 is mainly taking charge of a preview function.

[0041]What the application 12 provides the driver 21 with via OS1 1 with the printing

module 1 2a is an aggregate of the print command for generating a print image

according to a predetermined rule, and the spooler 1 1b of OS1 1 creates and holds a

spool file. The driver 21 can mainly display a graphic user interface, and can acquire a

user's operation, and the acquired parameter can be referred to in each driver 22 -

the driver 24.

[0042]Only the information on a grade that it can respond to the usual printing

directions is displayed on the printing interface 12e shown in drawing 3 . That is, the

start page indication area 12e1 t the end page indication area 12e2, the paper

indication area 12e3, and the page orientation indication area 12e4 are displayed, and

a parameter can be changed suitably. The printing instruction button 1 2e5 is a manual

operation button which performs printing according to the directed parameter, and the

cancel instruction button 12e6 is a manual operation button terminated without

performing printing.

[0043]On the other hand, if it has the further instruction button 12e7 and this is

operated in order to make a printing mode choose in addition to the usual printing

directions, the printing interface 12f for detailed shown in drawing 4 is displayed, and a

print mode can be chosen. Here, three are displayed in 12f of simple double-side
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printing indication area 1, and double-sided folding bookbinding printing 2 and 12f of

indication areas, and 1 2f of double-leaved printing indication areas, and nonappointed

here or only one of separate specification is permitted. About 1 2f3 of double-leaved

printing indication areas, check box 1 2f4 which specify back cover mode further are

displayed here.

[0044]In order to specify the more detailed parameter about each print mode, the

option instruction button 1 2f5 is displayed, Where one of print modes is specified,

when the option instruction button 12f5 is operated, each printing interfaces 12g, 12h,

and 12j for print modes shown in drawing 5 - drawing 7 are displayed.

[0045]Each print mode is explained here. Simple double-side printing prints 1 page

each at the surface and the rear face of each paper. In 12g of the direction indication

areas of binding which choose the neighborhood filed where double-side printing is

carried out to the simple double-side printing interface 12g shown in drawing 5
, 1 is

displayed, and lower right binding, the left binding, upper binding, or binding is chosen

alternatively. In 12g2 of right margin indication areas which specify the space of the

right-and-left upper and lower sides except for a binding margin - 1 2g of bottom

margin indication areas, 5 is displayed, and, in 12g of binding margin space indication

areas which direct the space of a binding margin further, 6 is displayed. And Cancel

button 1 2g8 for repealing setting out with OK button 1 2g7 for setting up effectively at

the end is arranged.

[0046]Doub!e-sided folding printing folds a paper in a half, prints by making the field of

each half-page into each page, and shows drawing 8 - drawing 1

1

distribution of the

print page according to the existence of specification of the direction of binding, or

folding number of sheets. For example, since 1 page is distributed to four half-page

fields in each paper and 4 pages can be printed as shown in drawing 8 and drawing 9

when not specifying fold-up number of sheets under the condition that 40-page

printing is performed, double-side printing will be performed in the paper often sheets.

In this case, drawing 8 shows the example of the left binding by printing of the

longitudinal display, and drawing 9 shows the example of right binding.

[0047]On the other hand, drawing 10 and drawing 1

1

are the cases where fold-up

number of sheets is specified, and show the example of the left binding at the time of

specifying four sheets, respectively, and right binding. Since there is instead of [ no ]

in using the paper of ten sheets, 40-page bookbinding is attained by folding up with

four sheets, four sheets, and two sheets, and piling up.

[0048]It folds up for the double-sided folding printing interface 1 2h shown in drawing 6 ,

and, in 12h of number-of-sheets indication areas, 1 is displayed, it can choose
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specification "is nothing" or "it being", and if it is specification "it is", the field which

directs the number of sheets is also displayed. Inside, all the number of sheets which

is used in specification "nothing" folds up automatically, is set as number of sheets,

and is attaining simplification of processing as performing the same processing. 1 2h of

patterns 2a which expresses an instruction content under 1 in 12h of fold-up

number-of^sheets indication areas and which two are displayed in 12h of graphic

display fields, and does not specify fold-up number of sheets according to one of

specification, One side is usually displayed among 1 2h of patterns 2bs to specify, and

a gray indication of another side is given. While three are displayed on the 12h of

graphic display field [ two ] lower part left-hand side in 12h of the direction indication

areas of binding and choosing alternatively lower right binding, the left binding, upper

binding, or binding, In 1 2h of right margin indication area 4 - 1 2h of bottom margin

indication areas which specify the space of the right-and-left upper and lower sides

except for a binding margin, 7 is displayed on the right-hand side, and, in 12h of binding

margin space indication areas which direct the space of a binding margin further, 8 is

displayed. And Cancel button 12h10 for repealing setting out with OK button 12h9 for

setting up effectively at the end is arranged.

[0049]Although double-leaved printing does not usually take double-side printing,

when specifying back cover mode, double-side printing will be performed. Drawing 12

and drawing 1

3

show the time of specifying back cover mode, and the time of not

specifying. As shown in drawing 12 , when back cover mode is specified, a book will be

bent and bound so that one end of other papers of a paper may be wrapped in. For this

reason, double-side printing is performed about 2 pages of the beginning, and 2 pages

of the last. Of course, about 2 pages of the last, one side can serve as blank pages. It

devised, as a slash showed the page in which a rear face does not exist in the icon

display field 24a7.

[0050]While the double-leaved printing interface 1 2j is shown, the direction indication

area 12j1 of binding is displayed on left-hand side and drawing 7 chooses alternatively

lower right binding, the left binding, upper binding, or binding, The right margin

indication area 12j2 which specifies the space of the right-and-left upper and lower

sides except for a binding margin - the bottom margin indication area 1 2j5 are

displayed on the right-hand side, and the binding margin space indication area 1 2j6

which directs the space of a binding margin further is displayed. And Cancel button

12j8 for repealing setting out with OK button 12j7 for setting up effectively at the end

is arranged.

[0051 ]By simple double-side printing and double-sided folding printing and
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double-leaved printing, they are a table, the reverse side, a table, and the reverse side.

— Simple delivery printed in order called a table and the reverse side, and a table and

a table — A table and the reverse side — There are two methods of each field

package delivery printed in an order of the reverse side and the reverse side. If

description of the icon display field 24a7 is followed, delivery will usually become order

called 1, 3, 5—39, 2 and 4, and 6—40 in 1, 2, 3, 4—39, 40, and each field package

delivery. Each field package delivery is a method for printers which is not provided

with the sheet inversion mechanism.

[0052]In the usual printing, the information which the driver 22 needs for a rendering is

extracted from the aggregate of a print command which the spooler 1 1b of OS1

1

saves as a spool file, and a work file is generated. After the driver 23 reads the work

file and generates a print image by multi-tone RGB bit map data with **, he performs

convert colors and gray scale conversion so that an output with the printer 30 may be

possible in RGB bit map data, and generates single gradation CMYK bit map data. And

this CMYK bit map data is outputted to the printer 30 via the spooler 1 1 b, and printing

is performed. It cannot be overemphasized that CMYK bit map data serves as

multi-tone according to the specification of the printer 30, or an ink color number

fluctuates suitably.

[0053]In addition to the usual printing, with this driver 20, a preview display is possible

and the printing interface 1 2e shown in drawing 3 is equipped with the preview

instruction button 12e8. Since this preview is not the function of the usual application

12 but a function of the driver 20, The application 12 will go into the process of

printing at this time, and the above-mentioned work file is read, and the driver 24 will

generate a print image by multi-tone RGB bit map data with **, and will display.

[0054]Drawing 14 - drawing 1

7

show the preview display in the case of performing

simple double-side printing. There is the title display frame 24a1 of a screen in the

upper part of the window frame 24a, there is the supplementary information indication

frame 24a2 which displays auxiliary information etc. on the bottom of it, and the

printing execution instruction button 24a4 and the cancel instruction button 24a5 are

displayed on the drag flask part 24a3 of the bottom. The progress bar 24a6 mentioned

later is also displayed on this drag flask part 24a3.

[0055]The left end slippage portion between the supplementary information indication

frame 24a2 and the drag flask part 24a3 is the icon display field 24a7 of a print page

number, and the remaining portion is the image display field 24a8 of a print image. The

icon display field 24a7 shown with each figure is a display example in the case of

performing double-side printing. Namely, if it is usual, although the icon of the print
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page number printed is a field which only turns caudad from the upper part and is only

displayed on a single tier, it receives, In this icon display field 24a7, it divides into two

rows of longwise right and left, left-hand side is made into a surface field, the icon of

the print page number which performs the character representation of the "surface"

and a "rear face" to the highest rung as a field on the back, and corresponds

right-hand side to that lower part is caudad turned from the upper part, and it is

displaying on the single tier.

[0056]About the print page number of the icon which sees in this icon display field

24a7, and is located in a line with right and left, it becomes quite obvious that they are

what are printed by the rear surface of the space same also at the time of actual

printing. Although the print page number used as the relation of a rear surface tends

to get confused during actual work in double-side printing or bookbinding printing,

confusion is avoidable by always putting in order and displaying what do in this way

and are printed by the rear surface in the icon display field 24a7 on right and left.

[0057]Space including the print page number which the operator chose among the

icons currently displayed in the icon display field 24a7 is displayed on the image

display field 24a8. In the example shown in drawing 1

4

t the printing number of
"1

" page

is chosen and the situation of the space used as this "1" page is displayed. The

numerical value of a print page number and the character representation of a "page"

are specifically performed into an upper bed slippage portion, and the image of space

is displayed on the lower part. Under the present circumstances, the set-up space is

expressed to that inside as the dashed line with the display of the rectangle showing

the space of a paper.

[0058]About unfilled space, the shift is performed according to the direction of binding

and binding margin which were set up with each printing interfaces 12g, 12h, and 12j

for print modes. Since it is premised on right binding in drawing 14 , in addition to the

space set up as a right margin, a part for a binding margin is added rightward.

Therefore, big space is left behind to the right portion as a whole. On the other hand,

"2" pages are displayed on drawing 1

5

, and since it becomes a rear face of
"1

" page

and is filed, a binding margin is secured in left-hand side. Therefore, the big space as a

whole to a left part is left behind. Namely, although right-hand side space differs from

left-hand side space as a display shown in drawing 14 or drawing 1

5

,
Individually

different space is not set up, in addition to the space which was directed by 5 in 1 2g2

of right margin indication areas shown in drawing 5 - 1 2g of bottom margin indication

areas, binding margin space was added according to the actual direction of binding,

and also the space at the time of being printed is expressed as the dashed line.
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[0059]Drawing 18 - drawing 20 are the figures for explaining the parameter at the time

of generating a print image. Drawing 1

8

shows the parameter used when distributing

only one page to a sheet side. When printing, it was considered as x dot in the

transverse direction, and the field generated as a print image based on unfilled space

was made into y dot in the lengthwise direction, and the whole is managed as what

only the left margin LM vacates only the Top Margin TM dot from the left end of a

paper, and arranges this print image from the tip of a paper. It is an important element

to which the direction of heavens is turned to a paper, and he is trying for a print

image to express the direction of heavens with a direction parameter by assigning "a"

- "d", as shown in drawing 19 .

[0060]Drawing 20 shows the printing distribution table for the whole surface for simple

double-side printings for managing distribution of a print page by double-side printing

further, managing such a parameter as a whole. In order that this table may manage

print page numerical order printed when the printer 30 prints mechanically and

delivers paper and can perform manual double-side printing, A print page number is

managed as the first item, and the parameter x, y, and TM, LM, and a direction

parameter can be saved now for every print page number as the continuing second

item - the sixth item.

[0061 ]If here explains briefly the manual double-side printing based on each field

package delivery, When it does not have a structural paper turnover device, it is a

thing of printing only the odd page in order first, moving a user to sheet feed stacker

by making into a printing surface the rear face of the paper to which paper was

delivered after finishing printing of the odd page, and making the rear face of an odd

page print an even-numbered page continuously. Double-side printing becomes

possible by calculating suitably the direction of heavens and space which managed

and mentioned above how the paper to which paper was delivered is accumulated, and

which is the direction of binding, without requiring a turnover device. The printer 30 of

this embodiment equips the main part back side with sheet feed stacker, feeds paper

to a paper from the upper part of the sheet feed stacker, and it prints on the upper

surface, moving a paper to front sides from the back side, and paper is delivered to it

from the upper part one by one to the delivery stacker of main part front sides.

Therefore, if it prints from "1" page, as the print page number increases, it is

accumulated one by one towards the upper part from the lower part by using a printing

surface as the upper surface. And in the case of manual double-side printing, it uses

making it move to inside-out and sheet feed stacker, as the feed direction of a paper

does not change.
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[0062]In order for the printing distribution table for the whole surface of drawing 20 to

enable execution of such manual double-side printing and to be able to manage

unfilled space still more synthetically, it sets these parameters beforehand for every

page. Therefore, he is trying to process each parameter synthetically so that it may

mention later and this space mentioned above may be realized in the distribution

processing of a print page.

[0063] Drawing 16 and drawing 1

7

show the double-sided display example to the image

display field shown by drawing 14 and drawing 15 showing one side of each space in

simple double-side printing. In this case, the image display field 24a8 is divided into

right and left, right-hand side is displayed as a surface field, and the print image of

each space is displayed for left-hand side as a field on the back.

[0064] Finally, the progress bar 24a6 is displayed on the above-mentioned drag flask

part 24a3, and this shows the advance ratio of the rendering at the time of a preview

by the bar graph display of % display. The character representation of a "rendering

advance ratio" is more specifically carried out to a left portion, and between "0%" of

character, and "100%" of character, a rectangular bar graph viewing area is arranged

and it displays in the right direction. And in a bar graph viewing area, when an advance

ratio is 0% at the beginning, the whole is a white display, but it displays so that the blue

bar may be gradually extended towards the right direction based on the advance ratio

calculated by percentage from the left.

[0065]Time is required, in order for the driver 24 to generate a print image by

multi-tone RGB bit map data, and to read the above-mentioned work file and to

perform for every command with **. pass the process in which it is the same also in

printing— although it is, in printing, it is spooled by OS1 1, or it is stored in the buffer

of the printer 30, and since it is usual that it will take time before a paper is discharged

actually, waiting time is not worried so much, either. However, in a preview, since it

stands by that an image is displayed, operating a computer, it is sensitive for a long

time also in same time. For this reason, he is trying for it to become intelligible by

displaying advance condition visually to impress advance time short or to go on

actually. Of course, it may be made to display a mere numerical value in addition to a

bar graph. Calculation of an advance ratio shows the rate of the number of processed

commands to the total of the command which should actually be processed so that it

may mention later. It is possible to display an advance ratio also about this based on

the time required actually.

[0066]Next, drawing 21 - drawing 23 show the image of the preview in double-sided

folding bookbinding printing. In this case, the character of "double-sided folding
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bookbinding" is displayed on the column of the print mode of the supplementary

information indication frame 24a2, and it is displayed as "all the ten sheet right

binding" as fold-up number of sheets.

[0067]On the other hand, although the image display field 24a8 shows 1 page of the

paper printed, as shown in drawing 8 - drawing 1

1

, 2 pages is assigned to 1 page of a

paper as a print page, and the distribution tends to get confused dramatically.

[0068]The case where "1" page of a print page is chosen in the icon display field 24a7

shows drawing 21 , and it shows the paper surface which prints "1" page of a print

page by double-sided folding bookbinding printing in the image display field 24a8. If

drawing 9 is referred to, the distribution situation of a print page can be understood,

but since it will be printed along with "40" pages of a print page, a preview is also

located in a line and "1" page of a print page is displayed.

[0069]And about a binding margin, for every page, since it is required, a twice as many

quantity as this will be arranged among both pages. Therefore, it is displayed after

vacating a twice as many binding margin as this between papers also about the dashed

line with which unfilled space is expressed about each print page.

[0070]It is a case where folded up to drawing 22 , folded up as number of sheets, and

four sheets are specified by 1 in 1 2h of number-of^sheets indication areas, and as

shown in drawing 1

1

in this case, since it is printed along with "16" pages of a print

page, a preview is also located in a line and "1" page of a print page is displayed. Here,

when "4" pages of a print page are chosen in the icon display field 24a7, as shown in

drawing 23 ,

"4" pages of a print page and "13" pages of a print page are located in a

line, and are displayed.

[0071]Here, about the icon display field 24a7, it only divides into the surface and a

rear face simply like simple double-side printing. By final bookbinding, this is based on

consideration that having arranged the icon of the print page number in an order from

the head tends to carry out confirmation work, though distribution of a print page

becomes complicated.

[0072]Thus, in assigning 2 pages to 1 page of a paper as a print page, as shown in

drawing 24 and drawing 25 , it manages a parameter. As shown in drawing 24
,
in

accordance with the direction into which a paper flows, the print area of a whole

surface eye and the second side is secured as a transverse direction x dot and a

lengthwise direction y dot, and each position is managed by Top Margin TM, the left

margin LM, and the mid margin MM. He is trying to manage the direction printed in

each field with an individual direction parameter, respectively.

[0073]As shown in drawing 25 , in the printing distribution table for page [ second ]
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double-sided folding printing and for double-leaved back cover mode printings, as the

first item Namely, the print page number of a whole surface eye, The parameters x and

y which are the sizes of a print page as the second item in the direction parameter of

this whole surface eye, the third continuing item, and the fourth item, as the fifth

[ further ] item — as the print page number of the second side, and the sixth item —
the direction parameter of the second side, and the 7- he is trying to hold TM, LM, and

MM as the ninth item, respectively He is trying to process each parameter

synthetically in the distribution processing of a print page so that this printing

distribution table for the second page may also be mentioned later. In the printing

distribution table for the second page shown in the figure, the print page number

showing distribution of the print page in the double-sided folding bookbinding printing

of right binding as shown in drawing 26 as an example is indicated as a parameter (the

first item and the fifth item).

[0074]Drawing 27 shows the image of the preview in double-leaved back cover mode.

In this case, the character of the "double-leaved:back cover mode left binding" is

displayed on the column of the print mode of the supplementary information indication

frame 24a2.

[0075]The printing distribution table for the second page also showing printing in

double-leaved back cover mode in drawing 25 since 2 pages is assigned to 1 page of a

paper as a print page is used. However, double-side printing is not performed except

for a back cover, but distribution of double-side printing is performed only in back

cover mode. And in the distribution processing of a print page, the parameter of the

printing distribution table for the said second page is processed synthetically.

[0076]It is drawing 28 which was shown in the function as a block diagram paying

attention to the driver 20 who performs the above processings. Although the order of

the real way of each function is later mentioned with reference to the flow chart

shown below in drawing 29 , the outline of each functional module is explained first.

[0077]GUI module 41 takes charge of the graphic user interface for acquiring various

kinds of displays and the operation corresponding to this. Of course, the double-side

printing specification reception function to receive specification of being double-side

printing as the one function is also realized. The driver 20 needs to access the spool

file which it was suitably called in OS1 1 , and also the spooler 1 1 b created, and spooler

I/O module 42 takes charge of the interface for it. Although the driver 20 does not

comprise a simple substance but it comprises two or more programs, if the program

which specialized in the rendering starts for example, it cannot be said that this

program receives operation of a stop via GUI. In OS1 1 by which an execution area for
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exclusive use is assigned for every program, this was an especially remarkable

technical problem. In order to avoid this, with reference to this, communication is

performed from other programs by having the communication module 43, referring to a

shared memory field among two or more programs, and writing data in this shared

memory field suitably. Therefore, even if it is the program which specialized in the

rendering, a shared memory field is suitably referred to via this communication module

43, When stop operation of a rendering is received by the program which takes charge

of other graphic user interfaces, it becomes possible to write stop operation in the

shared memory field, and to stop a rendering.

[0078]Double-side printing which the print page distribution module 44 mentioned

above is what performs distribution of a print page by double-leaved printing etc.,

According to a print mode, the print page number of the print page in the printing

distribution table for the whole surface or the printing distribution table for the second

page is portioned out, or setting out of unfilled space, setting out of a direction

parameter, etc. according to each mode are performed. Therefore, this print page

distribution module 44 has realized the distribution controlling function who manages

distribution of the print page at the time of double-side printing.

[0079]The print image generating module 45 reads the above-mentioned work file via

spooler I/O module 42, and generates a print image by multi-tone RGB bit map data

with **. Under the present circumstances, with reference to the above-mentioned

printing distribution table for the whole surface, or the printing distribution table for

the second page, the space in which the print page number which should be created is

included is found, and the parameters x and y and a direction parameter are referred

to as a dot number which should be created. It is also possible for a print image to be

created on the occasion of the case where it is created when printing, and a preview,

to save temporarily the multi-tone RGB bit map data created on the occasion of a

preview, and to reuse in the case of printing. In the preview, it creates in original

resolution, and it is reduced when displaying. On the other hand, when not reusing, a

direction parameter generates a small print image suitably corresponding to the dot

number on a display about the parameters x and y read as a dot number which should

be created although used as it is.

[0080]This print image generating module 45 outputs the processing rate of a

command to the progress bar generation display module 46, and the progress bar

generation display module 46 displays the progress bar 24a6 on the drag flask part

24a3, and it updates it one by one.

[0081 ]The print image display module 47 displays the print image which the print
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image generating module 45 generated. In the case of the multi-tone RGB bit map

data which reduces and displays in the case of the multi-tone RGB bit map data which

agrees in the resolution of printing as mentioned above, and is not reused, it displays

as it is.

[0082]The image display generation function which is interlocked with the selection in

a print page number with the above-mentioned print image generating module 45 and

the print image display module 47, and generates the image display at the time of

printing in an image display field is realized.

[0083]The print-data generating module 48 performs convert colors and gray scale

conversion so that the printer 30 can print the multi-tone RGB bit map data which the

above-mentioned print image generating module 45 generated, and it generates single

gradation CMYK bit map data. The generated CMYK bit map data is outputted to the

printer 30 via spooler I/O module 42, and printing is performed.

[0084]Although GUI module 41 can acquire a user s operation with a graphic user

interface, here, About the icon display field 24a7 which displays a print page number,

the printing page-icons area display module 51 for one side and the printing

page-icons area display module 52 for both sides perform a display and operation

acquisition. The printing page-icons area display module 51 for one side is what

displays an icon by a single tier as usual, The printing page-icons area display module

52 for both sides divides an icon area into two rows of longwise right and left, makes

left-hand side a surface field, as a field on the back, turns the icon of a print page

number caudad from the upper part, and displays right-hand side on a single tier.

Therefore, the printing page-icons area display module 52 for both sides has realized

the icon division function corresponding to the surface and rear surface on which the

print page number by the side of the surface and the print page number by the side of

a rear face are classified and displayed in the above-mentioned icon display field

according to specification of double-side printing.

[0085]And each above function is having execution suitably controlled by the function

control module 49. It can be said that it corresponds to the main point of a flow chart

roughly since the function control module 49 performs a required function such

suitably.

[0086]Next, operation of this embodiment which consists of the above-mentioned

composition is explained. Drawing 29 shows the outline flowchart of the driver 20, and

explains it below based on actual work sequence.

[0087]If "printing" menu 12d1 is performed with the application 12, the printing

interface 12e shown in drawing 3 will be displayed, and each parameter will be
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acquired (Step S100). With the printing interface 12e, in order to only set up the usual

single side printing, when premised on bookbinding, click operation of the further

instruction button 12e7 is carried out. Then, it stands by that judge that it had

directions of a detailed input at Step S102, express the printing interface 12f for

detailed as Step S104, and selection operation of a print mode is performed.

[0088]If a user wants to perform simple double-side printing, 12f of simple double-side

printing indication areas will click 1 , If you would like to click two in 1 2f of double-sided

folding bookbinding printing indication areas if you would like to perform double-sided

folding bookbinding printing, and to perform double-leaved printing, while clicking three

in 12f of double-leaved printing indication areas and choosing, Then, in order to

specify a detailed item, the option instruction button 12f5 is clicked. Then, the

interface which corresponds in Step S108, S1 12, and S1 16 so that it may be judged in

Step S106, S1 10, and S1 14 which print mode is chosen and the detailed parameter of

the selected print mode may be made to input is displayed.

[0089] First, the printing interface 12g is displayed by 12f of simple double-side

printing indication areas of the printing interface 12f for detailed clicking 1, and

clicking the option instruction button 12f5 to perform simple double-side printing. In

this display screen, each space will be set to the direction of binding. If you would like

to click OK button 12g7 and to cancel setting out, when setting out as wished can be

performed, Cancel button 12g8 will be clicked. In any case, end the simple

double-sided parameter input processing of Step S108 itself, but. When OK button

12g7 is clicked, the parameter inputted with selection of the print mode is held as an

effective thing, and when Cancel button 12g8 is clicked, the information on the print

mode selected only not only in the inputted parameter is also canceled.

[0090]When Step S108 is ended, it is notjudged that they are double-sided folding

bookbinding printing and double-leaved printing in Step S1 10 and S1 14, but again, it

returns to Step S100 and the printing interface 12e is displayed.

[0091]Since the user specified the desired print mode and specified the still more

detailed parameter, he may click the printing instruction button 12e5, and may perform

printing, but if it checks whether it is as a request of it and excels before printing, the

preview instruction button 12e8 will be clicked. Then, it is not concerned with any

were clicked but print page distribution processing of Step S1 18 is performed. The

printing module 1 2a outputs a print command to the spooler 1 1 b via OS1 1 at this time,

and the spooler 11b creates and saves a spool file.

[0092]Drawing 30 shows a part of flow chart of print page distribution processing. Of

course, this print page distribution processing will constitute a print page distribution
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module.

[0093] First, according to a print mode, all the page number of sheets is acquired at

the first step S200. All the page number of sheets is asked and acquired to the

spooler 11b. When simple double-side printing is chosen, after judging that it is not

single side printing at Step S202 and acquiring the direction of binding at Step S204,

the print page distribution for simple double-side printings is performed by less than

step S208 through judgment of being the simple double-side printing in Step S206.

[0094]At Step S208, the printing distribution table for the whole surface mentioned

above is created. Although the direction of the print image on a paper will change with

page orientation or the directions of binding one by one, the turn itself arranged to a

paper does not change. That is, it is because it is in agreement in that "1" page is

arranged in an uppermost surface or a lowermost surface, and a print page number

advances and goes one by one towards a lower part or the upper part when the paper

after printing is accumulated even if the direction of binding and page orientation are

any direction.

[0095]For this reason, at Step S210, the surface number of pages is filled in in an

order from front sides from the head of the column of the print page number in the

printing distribution table for the whole surface, If the number of pages of the last

surface is filled in, the number of pages on the back is entered in the continuation of

the column in an order from front sides at Step S212. Since I hear that the surface

number of pages is odd numbers, and fills this in from the thing of front sides and

there is, namely,
"1

", It will be entered as "3" and "5" —
, and the number of pages on

the back is even numbers, and since I hear that this is filled in from the thing of front

sides and it is, it will enter it as "2", "4", and "6" —
. If it does in this way, when

finishing printing the surface by manual double-side printing, it is put upon the delivery

stacker with
"1

",
"3", and "5" — from the bottom, and when this is turned over, it will

rank with
"1

",
"3", and "5" — from a top. Then, since paper is fed to the paper of this

upper surface and it prints with "2", "4", and "6" — if a rear face is printed,
"2"

pages are printed by the reverse side of "1" page, and "4" pages are printed by the

reverse side which is
"3" pages, and it is put upon it. Therefore, since a print page

number becomes a big number as the odd page has turned to the undersurface, the

even-numbered page has turned to the upper surface and it goes up, it means that

simple double-side printing was performed.

[0096]However, the direction column of a print image serves as a correspondence

relation as shown in drawing 31 with the combination of the direction of binding, and

page orientation. By manual both sides, when moving a paper to sheet feed stacker
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after printing the surface, the print direction to a feeding direction does not change.

Therefore, when printing a longwise print image on a longwise paper to a feeding

direction, and based on a paper, "a" may be [ the surface or rear face ] sufficient as

the direction parameter which the top and bottom of a paper do not change but is

shown in drawing 1

9

in right binding and the left binding. On the other hand, by upper

binding and lower binding, since it files in an upper bed or a lower end, the upper and

lower sides become upside-down with the surface and the rear face to a paper.

Therefore, if a surface direction parameter is "a", a direction parameter on the back is

set to c.

[0097]On the other hand, when printing an oblong print image on a longwise paper to a

feeding direction, a print image will be printed sideways and sets a surface direction

parameter to "b." In this case, when it is based on a print image, top and bottom will

reverse a paper, in order to turn the feeding direction head side over without changing.

Therefore, it is necessary to reverse top and bottom, and, in the case of the left

binding and right binding, a direction parameter on the back is set to "d." On the other

hand, in the case of upper binding and lower binding, since it becomes good exactly by

being reversed, a direction parameter on the back is set to "b" like the surface.

[0098]A direction parameter is set and unfilled space is determined from the size of a

paper based on this direction parameter at Step S216 from the correspondence

relation shown in drawing 31 at Step S214. If a direction parameter is "a", the

direction of a print image and feeding is in agreement. Therefore, after adding the

space which 12g of binding margin space indication areas set up by 6 to the space of

the direction of binding, the space to which 1 2g2 of right margin indication areas - 1 2g

of bottom margin indication areas pointed by 5 is entered in the predetermined column

of the printing distribution table for the whole surface. If unfilled space is decided,

each space will be deducted from a paper size and it will ask for the parameters x and

y which are the sizes of a print page.

[0099]After ending Step S21 6, the flow chart shown in drawing 32 is performed, but it

jumps to the flow chart shown in drawing 34 , without performing this flow chart by

judgment of Step S300^ since it is simple double-side printing. In this flow chart, this

flow chart is not performed by judgment of Step S400, and print page distribution

processing is ended now.

[0100]An end of print page distribution processing will judge whether the preview was

chosen at Step S120 of drawing 29 . As shown previously, click operation of the

preview instruction button 1 2e8 is carried out, and print image generation display

processing of Step S122 is performed. Drawing 35 and drawing 36 show this print
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image generation display processing with the flow chart. Of course, print image

generation display processing constitutes the print image generating module 45 as a

whole, and Step S536 and Step S542 which are mentioned later constitute the print

image display module 47.

[01 01]At Step S500, the display of the printed information columns, such as the

window frame 24a shown in drawing 14 - drawing 1

7

, the supplementary information

indication frame 24a2, and the drag flask part 24a3, is performed. Next, at Step S502,

double-side printing or single side printing is judged. In simple double-side printing, it

sets to both sides as shows the icon display field 24a7 of a print page in each figure at

Step S504, and the icon which expresses a surface print page number with Step S506

first is displayed. In this example, it turns caudad from the upper part and the icon of

the odd page is displayed. Next, the icon which expresses a print page number on the

back with Step S508 is displayed, it turns caudad from the upper part and, specifically,

the icon of the even-numbered page is displayed. Thereby, in the icon display field

24a7, the icon of the print page number of the surface and a rear face is located in a

line with right and left, and an icon is put in order toward the lower berth one by one

from the upper row. Therefore, processing of Steps S504-S508 constitutes the

printing page-icons area display module 52 for both sides. In the case of single side

printing, the printing page-icons area display module 51 for one side consists of Step

S510.

[0102]Next, at Step S512, a display page number is acquired that the print image

which should be displayed on the image display field 24a8 should be generated.

Although the display page number can choose a desired thing by GUI, by default, it

becomes "1" page. At Step S514, the printing surface which includes this display page

number according to a print mode is pinpointed. As mentioned above, simple

double-side printing is creating the printing distribution table for the whole surface,

and at Step S514, the printing surface which contains "1" which is a display page

number out of the printing distribution table for the whole surface is pinpointed. Of

course, in simple double-side printing, only the amount of 1 page prints on the whole

surface of a paper, and only "1" page is specified as a display page number. In

double-sided folding bookbinding printing or double-leaved printing, the printing

distribution table for the second page is created, and since the amount of 2 pages

print on the whole surface of a paper, as for a display page number, 2 pages is

specified.

[0103]Thus, the print command currently outputted in order to generate the print

page of the display page number concerned at Step S516, if a display page number is
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specified is extracted from a spool file, While removing excessive information, editing

only into required information and saving to another field, in Step S518, the number of

print commands in this state is calculated, and the progress bar 24a6 is displayed at

Step S520 at "0" % the first stage. This number of print commands is a total of the

print command which should be carried out rendering processing, and is used as a

denominator when calculating the advance ratio displayed with the progress bar 24a6.

[0104]Steps S522-S526 are the loop processings of a rendering, read and carry out

the rendering of the print command at Step S522, and update the display of the

progress bar 24a6 at Step S524. At Step S526, it judges whether all the print

commands were processed, and it repeats until it processes all. The display and

updating of a progress bar are performed in Step S518, S520, and S524, and the

progress bar generation display module 46 is constituted.

[0105]If all the renderings are ended, as shown in drawing 36 , a paper will be

expressed to the image display field 24a8 as Step S528. At Step S530, it judges

whether it is second page printing, and, in whole surface printing, unfilled space and a

print image are expressed as Steps S532-S536 like simple double-side printing. First,

at Step S532, a binding margin is vacated and a viewing area is determined. In whole

surface printing, the top and bottom of a paper are judged based on a direction

parameter, and a binding margin is secured to the neighborhood side according to the

direction of binding. Thereby, the field except a binding margin turns into a viewing

area, and expresses the portion directed as unfilled space as a dashed line at Step

S534. The print image which carried out the rendering is expressed as the last step

S536 in the field surrounded with the dashed line. Thus, since unfilled space is

determined and a dashed line shows after securing the direction of binding, and a

binding margin on the basis of a direction parameter, on a display, with the surface and

the rear face, only the part of a binding margin is shifted suitably, and is displayed and

the field of a dashed line can check a binding margin certainly.

[01 06]However, when performing the above processing, since the print image which

carried out the rendering is generated according to the resolution of the printer 30, it

may be a pixel number which cannot be displayed on the image display field 24a8 in a

preview. Of course, the display of a paper and the dashed line display of unfilled space

are also the same, and this reduces them by the contraction scale suitably on the

occasion of these displays.

[0107]Thus, after starting a preview and displaying the window frame 24a, the icon

display field 24a7, etc., although a screen change stops mostly except for the display

of the progress bar 24a6, only the rendering is advancing and stands by for a while.
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And if a rendering is completed, a paper will be displayed, unfilled space is expressed

as a dashed line, and a print image is displayed. Although the driver 24 takes charge of

a preview, during execution of a rendering, and renewal of the progress bar 24a6, it

goes into loop processing and cannot supervise a user's operation in the meantime.

However, execution of the operation stopped from the driver of others such even

case will write an operation result in a shared memory field. And under loop processing

is supervising the writing to this shared memory field, and a rendering is made ended

immediately when the data which directs the stop of a rendering to the shared

memory field is written in. Of course, this processing constitutes the communication

module 43.

[0108]If a print image is displayed, a users operation will be stood by at Step S546. A

user will click Cancel button 24a5, if you notice that how to see a preview and give

printing directions is mistaken, and if it can check with the right, he will click OK

button 24a4. Since the preview needs to check various pages, it needs to change a

display page number. Therefore, if the print page number was clicked as a result of

standing by at Step S546, the classification will be judged at Step S552 through

judgment of Step S548.

[0109]Generally, a left-click means positive selection and a right-click means

negative selection. Then, if it is a left-click, the operation on which a display page

number is acquired and displayed will be expressed, and the operation directed not to

make only the page concerned print individually when printing if it is a right-click will

be expressed. After pointing so that it may not be made to print while having prepared

the printing execution-stops flag, in order to make it not make each page print

individually, it enables it to cancel by left-click operation for the second time for

making it make it print. When not making it print as shown in drawing 38 , it indicates to

the icon of a print page number by x, and when making it print, the usual icon display is

performed.

[01 10]That is, if it is a left-click, while canceling a printing execution-stops flag at

Step S554, the usual icon is displayed, and if it is a right-click, while setting up a

printing execution-stops flag at Step S556, the icon of x display is displayed. And the

preview of a page which acquires the display page number which carried out click

operation when performing these as a display page number at Step S512 shown in

drawing 35 , and is different by the processing mentioned above is made displayed.

[01 1 1]Operations other than change of a display page number are in printing or

cancellation, save the contents to the taking over field of a parameter at Step S550 in

these cases, and end the print page generation display processing concerned.
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[01 1 2]If it can check with the right by the preview of simple double-side printing, while

clicking OK button 24a4 and ending print page generation display processing, the

parameter showing having clicked OK button 24a4 succeeds, and it is written in a field.

Then, at Step S124 shown in drawing 29 ,
operation of the last currently written in the

above-mentioned taking over field is acquired, and it is judged whether it is that Step

S126 means printing. When it means printing, print data are generated and outputted

at Step S130.

[01 1 3] Drawing 37 shows the processing for generating and outputting these print data.

The printing distribution table to be used is specified at Step S600. Since it is simple

double-side printing, it is a distribution table for printing for the whole surface, and

this is referred to hereafter this time. Then, although "1" is set as the variable i at

Step S602, since it specifies the paper of the how many sheets this is, it uses.

[01 14]Steps S604-S626 show the contents of the printing job to the paper of the i-th

sheet, and process them sequentially from the 1 st sheet. At Step S604, the print page

printed on the paper of the i-th sheet is specified. In a printing distribution table, since

the printed information over one sheet of paper is filled in for every party from the

head line, the print page printed on the paper of the i-th sheet is a print page number

indicated to eye i line. And the size and the direction parameter which were indicated

to the companion at Step S606 are acquired, and print data are generated. Since print

data are generated based on a print image, when the print image is being generated by

the preview, it is saved, it may use, and not reusing is also available for a print image

from problems, like there is no field to save. The print image is carrying out convert

colors and gray scale conversion, in order to use multi-tone RGB bit map data as

single gradation CMYK bit map data.

[01 15]If print data are generated, offset of unfilled space will be outputted at Step

S608. The command for printers it is directed to the printer 30 that secures Top

Margin TM and the left margin LM at first is generated and outputted. Then, the print

data of a whole surface eye are outputted at Step S610. Steps S612-S616 are the

procedures in the case of having 2 sides, and it does not carry out in simple

double-side printing.

[01 16]At Step S618, I hear that the i-th sheet was ended, only "1" **************s

the variable i, and it is judged whether it is the timing which ended the surface at Step

S620. Since it is necessary to return a paper to sheet feed stacker from a delivery

stacker when the surface is ended, directions of the paper exchange by hand control

are taken out with Step S622. At Step S624, the end of paper exchange is stood by, it

waits for an end, and the following step is performed.
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[01 17]It is judged after manual paper exchange except surface finishing timing

whether the last page was ended at Step S626. If the last page is ended, print-data

generation output processing will be ended.

[01 18]Since "1"
is entered in the 1st line of the printing distribution table for the

whole surface as a print page number if it is the simple double-side printing up to 4

pages as shown in drawing 20 , Since "1" page is acquired as a print page number, and

it prints, and "3"
is continuously entered in the 2nd line, "3" pages are acquired and

printed as a print page number. It means that the surface was completed at this time,

and at Steps S622-S624, it points to manual paper exchange and stands by.

[01 19]Since "2"
is entered in the 3rd line as a print page number and "4" is

continuously printed [ acquire
"2" pages as a print page number, and ] and entered in

the 4th line this time if manual paper exchange is completed, "4" pages are acquired

and printed as a print page number.

[01 20]If "4" pages are printed, a variable is set to "5", and since it has ended the last

page, it will end print-data generation output processing through judgment of Step

S626. This ends this printing job itself, as shown in drawing 29 .

[0121]The above explains the case where double-sided folding bookbinding printing is

performed next, although it is a case where simple double-side printing is performed.

[0122]The printing interface 12h is displayed by clicking two in 12f of double-sided

folding bookbinding printing indication areas of the printing interface 12f for detailed

shown in drawing 4 , and clicking the option instruction button 12f5 to perform

double-sided folding bookbinding printing.

[01 23]In this display screen, each space will be set to the direction of binding with

fold-up number-of-sheets specification, as for fold-up number of sheets, it is

preferred to come out, and to separate [ which number of sheets increases and

meets ] into several sheets, if it is. In this example, it should fold up, and should

presuppose "it is" specification of number of sheets, and "4" ** should be specified

as that number of sheets. When it chooses "it is", GUI carries out the selection

display of the 12h of patterns 2b of the lower part, and if specification "nothing" was

chosen, GUI will carry out the selection display of the 12h of patterns 2a of the lower

part.

[0124]If you would like to click OK button 12h9 and to cancel setting out, when setting

out as wished including other space can be performed, Cancel button 12h10 will be

clicked. Double-sided folding parameter input processing of Step S1 12 is completed,

in any case, again, it returns to Step S100 and the printing interface 12e is displayed.

[01 25]If it checks and excels before printing, the preview instruction button 12e8 will
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be clicked. Then, print page distribution processing of Step S1 18 is performed. In the

print page distribution processing shown in drawing 30 , all the page number of sheets

corresponding to this print mode is acquired at the first step S200. Since

double-sided folding bookbinding printing is chosen, it is judged at Step S202 that it is

not single side printing, and the direction of binding is acquired at Step S204. Although

it judges that it is simple double-side printing at Step S206, since it is not simple

double-side printing, Steps S208-S216 are flown, and the print page distribution for

double-sided folding bookbinding printings is performed by less than step S302

through judgment of Step S300 shown in drawing 32 .

[0126]In Step S302, the printing distribution table for the second page is created, it

folds up at Step S304, number of sheets is determined, and one bundle of number of

pages is calculated at Step S306. Fold-up number of sheets may have specification

"nothing" and specification "it is", as mentioned above. However, it processes on

unification of processing as specification "it is" which specified all the number of

sheets to be needed if all are printed also in specification "nothing." Therefore, in

Step S304, in specification "nothing", these number of sheets of all the is calculated,

and it sets to it at specification number of sheets. And at Step S306, one bundle of

number of pages is calculated in the place where fold-up number of sheets was

always specified. In double-sided folding bookbinding printing, since 4 pages per one

sheet of paper are printed, one bundle of number of pages is set to "fold-up

number—of-sheets" x4.

[01 27]In order to perform distribution of the print page for every bunch, at Step S308,

"1"
is set and initialized to the variable i which shows a bundle number. First, at Step

S310, it distributes about a part for the first half page of eye i bunch. This is the

distribution to the whole surface eye areas in the surface, and the whole surface eye

areas in a rear face. When the example of drawing 1

1

is referred to, it turns out about

the 1st bundle that the distribution from "1" page of the first half to "8" pages is

completely the same as that of the case of simple double-side printing. Therefore, at

Step S310, it distributes to the whole surface eye areas in the surface, and the whole

surface eye areas in a rear face like simple double-side printing about a part for the

first half page of eye i bunch.

[01 28]Then, at Step S31 2, it distributes about a part for the second half page of eye i

bunch. This is distribution to the field of the second side in the surface, and the field

of the second side in a rear face, and when the example of drawing 1

1

is referred to, it

turns out about the 1st bundle that the distribution from "9" pages of the second half

to "16" pages is the same as that of having distributed from the case of simple
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double-side printing, and an opposite direction. Namely, supposing one bundle is four

sheets, there are eight printing surfaces and it is equivalent to eight lines on the

printing distribution table for the second page, but. It will apply to the 1 st line from the

8th line, and the odd page and the even-numbered page will be distributed to the field

of the second side of the field on the back of the second side to the surface for "16"

pages from "9" pages.

[0129]The example at the time of folding up to drawing 25 and drawing 26 and

specifying "2" ** as number of sheets is shown. Since there is a total of two number

of sheets, it fills in the whole surface eye areas of the surface as "1
" and "3" as a

part for a page in the first half, and fills in whole surface eye areas on the back as "2"

and "4." Whole surface eye areas on the back are filled in towards "5", "7", and the

upper part as a part for a page in the second half, and the surface field of the second

side is filled in as "6" and "8." Thus, as a result of filling in the printing distribution

table for the second page, it can check that the correspondence relation shown in

drawing 26 is reflected exactly. Since it turns out that it becomes being the same as

that of simple double-side printing by printing of a page in the first half, if the

correspondence relation between whole surface eye areas and the field of the second

side is checked at all, it can be understood that it is also certainly realizable.

[0130]On the other hand, a direction parameter serves as a correspondence relation

as shown in drawing 33 with the combination of the direction of binding, and the

direction of a print image. When the paper which printed the surface by manual both

sides as mentioned above is moved to sheet feed stacker, The direction of the print

image to a feeding direction does not change, but when printing the longwise print

image which bisected the longwise paper to the major axis direction, and made each

field rotate it 90 degrees to a feeding direction to a feeding direction, the direction

parameter of whole surface eye areas and the field of the second side is in agreement,

but. When always printing a print image from the left (or right), the top and bottom of a

paper are reversed in right binding and the left binding. If the direction parameter of

the whole surface eye areas of the surface and the field of the second side is set to

"b" by right binding, the direction parameter of whole surface eye areas on the back

and the field of the second side must be set to "d." Since the right binding or left

binding does not change about reversing, either, in the left binding, the direction

parameter of the whole surface eye areas of the surface and the field of the second

side is set to "b", and the direction parameter of whole surface eye areas on the back

and the field of the second side is set to "d."

[0131]When printing the print image which bisected the longwise paper in the direction
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of a minor axis to the feeding direction and whose sliding direction corresponded with

the feeding direction to each field on the other hand, as for the whole surface eye

areas of the surface and the field of the second side, and whole surface eye areas on

the back and field of the second side, the direction of a print image becomes

upside-down.

[0132]A direction parameter is set and unfilled space is determined from the size of a

paper based on this direction parameter at Step S316 from the correspondence

relation shown in drawing 33 at Step S314. Since a paper is bent and filed in a half, 2

pages is secured in the center of a paper, and the space of a binding margin secures

space as directed in the remaining fields. Then, the remaining fields serve as printing

size and the parameters x and y are called for.

[0133]Even if it ended Step S316, eye i bunch was only ended, only
"1"

**************s the variable i at Step S318, and eye i bunch of the following is

portioned out. However, about the last bunch, it may not necessarily become the

folding number of sheets as before. It is because all the number of pages is not

necessarily in agreement with the integral multiple of the number of pages which is

one bundle. For this reason, if the following bunch is judged to be the last bunch at

Step S320, it will fold up at Step S322 and number of sheets will be adjusted. For

example, when printing 40 pages, if fold-up number of sheets is "4", 16 pages will be

printed by one bundle. Then, in three bundles, since it becomes 48 pages and the

remainder arises, as shown in drawing 10 or drawing 1

1

, about the last bunch, fold-up

number of sheets will be adjusted to "2."

[01 34]And when it distributes about the last bunch similarly, it can judge that the last

page was ended at Step S324, and it escapes from the loop processing shown in

drawing 32 , and this print page distribution processing itself is ended further.

[0135]An end of print page distribution processing will perform print image generation

display processing of Step S122 continuously. At Step S500 of print image generation

display processing shown in drawing 35 and drawing 36 , the display of the printed

information columns, such as the window frame 24a which displays the preview of the

double-sided folding bookbinding printing shown in drawing 21 - drawing 23
,
the

supplementary information indication frame 24a2, and the drag flask part 24a3, is

performed. Next, at Step S502, although double-side printing or single side printing is

judged, since double-sided folding bookbinding printing is not single side printing, it

sets the icon display field 24a7 of a print page to both sides at Steps S504-S508, and

realizes the same icon display as the case of simple double-side printing.

[0136]At Step S512, the display page number of the print image which should be
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displayed on the image display field 24a8 is acquired. By default, it becomes "1
" page.

Although the printing surface which includes this display page number according to a

print mode is pinpointed at Step S514, Double-sided folding bookbinding printing is

creating the printing distribution table for the second page, and the printing surface

which contains "1" which is a display page number out of the printing distribution

table for the second page is pinpointed at Step S514. From the correspondence

relation which fold-up number of sheets shows to drawing 1

1

which is "4", he can

understand that "16" pages are also specified as the whole surface of the paper

which contains "1" as a display page number.

[0137]Thus, the print command currently outputted in order to generate the print

page of the display page number concerned at Step S516, if a display page number

"1" and "16" are specified is extracted from a spool file. It repeats until it calculates

the number of print commands at Step S518 and all the print commands are

processed in the loop processing of a rendering at Steps S522-S526, in order to

display a progress bar also in this case.

[0138]A paper is expressed to the image display field 24a8 as Step S528 after the end

of a rendering, and it is judged at Step S530 whether it is second page printing.

Double-sided folding bookbinding printing is second page printing, and expresses

unfilled space and a print image as Steps S537-S542. First, in Step S537, a binding

margin is doubled, at Step S538, this binding margin is vacated between whole surface

eye areas and the field of the second side, and a viewing area is determined as it. Next,

at Step S540, based on a direction parameter, unfilled space is specified within each

viewing area of whole surface eye areas and the field of the second side, and it

expresses as a dashed line. The print image which carried out the rendering is

expressed as the last step S542 in the whole surface eye areas surrounded with the

dashed line, and the field of the second side. Since unfilled space is determined and a

dashed line shows after securing the direction of binding, and a binding margin on the

basis of a direction parameter also in this case, on a display, with the surface and the

rear face, only the part of a binding margin is shifted suitably, and is displayed and the

field of a dashed line can check a binding margin certainly.

[0139] Drawing 22 shows the print preview when it does in this way and "1" is

specified as a display page number. In this case, in the icon display field 24a7, "1" is

displayed on the selective state as a print page number. And to this, in the image

display field 24a8, "1" page and "16" pages are located in a line, and are displayed. If

double-sided folding bookbinding printing is correctly grasped at this time, it is only a

natural thing that "1" page and "16" pages are located in a line, and are displayed, but
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generally it gets confused dramatically.

[01 40] However, as mentioned above, the icon of the print page number which

becomes the correspondence relation between the surface and a rear face in the icon

display field 24a7 arranges right and left as a pair, and is displayed on them, and it is

displayed in line so that it may turn further caudad and a print page number may

become large one by one. The print page number is based on an order sent out in the

automatic double-side printing in the device provided with the sheet inversion

mechanism. By the manual double-side printing in the device which is not provided

with a sheet inversion mechanism, after the No. odd image is sent out in ascending

order, it means that the No. even image is sent out in ascending order. It becomes

possible to choose from the correspondence relation between the surface of the icon

display field 24a7, and a rear face suitably, and to operate it, without beguiling with the

row of an image display field about the print page number which should be checked.

[0141]What "4" pages should come for drawing 23 to the rear face of a handsome

paper in a bookbinding state is displayed exactly, When a user left-clicks "4" pages as

a print page number, in the image display field 24a8, it can check that "1 3" pages are

also simultaneously printed by the whole surface of the paper containing "4" pages.

[0142]If it can check with the right by the preview of double-sided folding bookbinding

printing, OK button 24a4 will be clicked. Then, ending print page generation display

processing, the parameter showing having clicked OK button 24a4 is succeeded, and it

writes in a field. And print data are generated and outputted at Step S130.

[01 43]Although the printing distribution table used at the first step S600 is specified

in print-data generation output processing of drawing 37 , it is a distribution table for

printing for the second page this time. At Step S602, "1"
is set as the variable i.

[01 44]At Step S604, a print page number is acquired for the print page printed on the

paper of the i-th sheet from the head line in a printing distribution table for every

party. Of course, the print page number for 2 pages the object for the whole surface

and for the second page is acquired. And the size and the direction parameter which

were indicated to the companion at Step S606 are acquired, and print data are

generated.

[01 45]If print data are generated, at Step S608, the command for printers it is

directed to the printer 30 that secures Top Margin TM and the left margin LM will be

generated and outputted. Then, the print data of a whole surface eye are outputted at

Step S610. Since there are no less than 2 sides in double-sided folding bookbinding

printing, the command for the printers which express the mid margin MM with Step

S614 that a whole surface eye and the space vacated in between of the second side
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are secured as offset is generated and outputted through judgment of Step S612. And

Step S616 outputs the print data of the second side.

[0146]Thus, the print image for 2 pages is outputted to the whole surface of the paper,

and if it is judged that the surface was ended at Step S620 f
directions of the paper

exchange by hand control will be taken out with Step S622. It prints about a rear face

similarly, and print-data generation output processing is performed until it is judged

that the last page was ended at Step S626.

[0147]Next, the case where double-leaved printing is performed is explained. The

printing interface 12h is displayed by clicking three in 1 2f of double-leaved printing

indication areas of the printing interface 12f for detailed shown in drawing 4
,
and

clicking the option instruction button 12f5 to perform double-leaved printing. However,

since the usual double-leaved printing does not perform double-side printing, below,

the case where back cover mode is specified by check box 1 2f4 is explained.

[0148]In this display screen, each space is set to the direction of binding. If you would

like to click OK button 12j7 and to cancel setting out, when setting out as wished

including unfilled space can be performed, Cancel button 12j8 will be clicked.

Double-leaved parameter input processing of Step S116 is completed, in any case,

again, it returns to Step S100 and the printing interface 12e is displayed.

[0149]If it checks and excels before printing, the preview instruction button 12e8 will

be clicked. Then, print page distribution processing of Step S118 is performed.

Double-leaved printing is shown in drawing 34 among this print page distribution

processing.

[01 50] First, in Step S402, the printing distribution table for the second page is created,

and itjudges in back cover mode at Step S404, and if it is in back cover mode, a back

cover print page will be portioned out at Step S406. Distribution with back cover mode

is very simple compared with old distribution.

Procedure 1 : When considering it as double-leaved, acquire the print page number

printed by the first paper and the last paper. "1" page and "2" pages should be

printed by the first paper, and "L0" page and "L1" page should be printed by the last

paper.

"L1" is entered in the whole surface eye areas of the head line in the printing

distribution table for the 2:second pages of procedures, and "1" is entered in the field

of the second side.

From the second line in the printing distribution table for the 3:second pages of

procedures, an odd page is entered in whole surface eye areas, and the

even-numbered page is entered in the field of the second side.
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Procedure 4: Enter "L0" in whole surface eye areas in the last line, and enter "2" in

the field of the second side in it.

[0151]In order to complete above and to distribute a back cover print page at Step

S406, Procedure 1, Procedure 2 t and Procedure 4 are performed, and Procedure 3 is

performed in order to distribute a residual page at Step S408. If it is not in back cover

mode, an odd page is entered in whole surface eye areas from a head line like

Procedure 3 at Step S410, and the even-numbered page is entered in the field of the

second side.

[0152]At Step S412, a direction parameter is filled in according to the direction of

binding, and the direction of a print image. In order to perform double-side printing in a

back cover, when the longitudinal direction of a print image is in agreement with a

feeding direction, by the left binding and right binding, top and bottom are reversed

with the surface and the rear face. When the sliding direction of a print image is in

agreement with a feeding direction, in upper binding and lower binding, top and bottom

are reversed with the surface and the rear face.

[01 53]At Step S414, unfilled space is determined from the size of a paper based on

this direction parameter. Although a paper is bent and filed in a half, only a back cover,

as for the space of a binding margin, 2 pages is secured in the center of a paper, and

the space of a binding margin is arranged on other pages at the tip and the back end of

a paper. And if space as directed in the remaining fields is secured, the remaining

fields will serve as printing size and the parameters x and y will be called for. If Step

S414 is ended, the distribution processing of a print page will be ended.

[0154]After ending print page distribution processing, perform print image generation

display processing of Step S122 continuously, but. At this point, are completely the

same as that of the case of double-sided folding bookbinding printing, set the icon

display field 24a7 of a print page to both sides at Steps S504-S508, realize the same

icon display as the case of simple double-side printing, and, The display of the image

display field 24a8 is also performed at Steps S512-S542. However, since an image

exists only one side except a back cover, a rear face is shown by the slash like

drawing 27 . Since all distribution of the print page is entered in the printing distribution

table for the second page, even if the combination of the print page number which

should be displayed differs, they is altogether processed by the same structure.

[0155]If it can check with the right by the preview of double-leaved printing, OK

button 24a4 will be clicked. Then, print page generation display processing is ended,

and print data are generated and outputted at Step S130.

[01 56]The case of double-sided folding bookbinding printing and the changing place do
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not almost have print-data generation output processing of drawing 37 , either.

However, it is a point used as the time of becoming the one remaining sheets instead

of the time ofjudgment whether the surface was ended or not ending the half of the

All Printing Bureau Labour Union paper.

[01 57]If manual sheet replacing is directed when it becomes the one remaining sheets,

the paper set to the first sheet will be set to the highest rung of sheet feed stacker,

and will print a rear face. And since this is the last page, processing is ended at Step

S626. Although a residual page will remain in sheet feed stacker, this is folded so that

it may take out separately and may become double-leaved, and it bends and it is filed

so that the whole may be wrapped in the paper of a back cover from a counter

direction.

[0158]When performing only the usual single side printing, it is judged as single side

printing at Step S202 of the print page distribution processing shown in drawing 30 ,

the printing distribution table for the whole surface is created at Step S218, and the

print page number is filled in one by one from the head line at Step S220. If this is

completed, according to page orientation, a direction parameter will be filled in at Step

S222, and, finally the size column and space will be filled in at Step S224.

[0159]Of course, what is necessary is for single side printing to be also possible also

for assigning one side the second page, to increase the print mode corresponding in

that case, and just to create the printing distribution table for the second page.

[0160]In addition, if the printing instruction button 12e5 is clicked without previewing,

a print image will be generated at Step S128, and print data will be outputted at Step

S130 through judgment of Step S132. Since it is almost equivalent to the thing

excluding only display processing from print page generation display processing shown

in drawing 35 and drawing 36 , the processing which generates the print image

performed at Step S128 is omitted here.

[0161]Finally, other examples of processing about the communication module 43 are

explained. Drawing 39 shows the example of realization in the case of wishing

processing of changing the page generated during execution of rendering processing,

performing printing, and stopping printing.

[0162]First, the number of print commands for constituting the picture of a specific

page from Step S700 is acquired. The total of the print command is acquired

extracting the target print command from a spool file, editing only into necessary

minimum information, and saving to another field, as mentioned above.

[0163]Every one steps S702-S712 are loop processings which execute this print

command, they read a print command at Step S702, and the picture developed and
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developed in the picture carries out additional writing at Step S704 at the work file for

pictures.

[0164]It is judged whether the directions which should read the data content of the

shared memory field mentioned above and with which this data content should stop a

rendering are expressed with the following step S705. Namely, it is judged whether it is

a thing which changes a page even if there is the data content at Step S706 in the

middle of a rendering and to direct, At Step S708, it judges whether it is what directs

printing execution, and it is judged in Step S710 whether it is what directs a printing

stop. Such directions are acquired except the processing program of a rendering via a

graphic user interface, and are written in one by one, and the data content

corresponding to the shared memory field mentioned above when acquiring this

operation via the printing interface is written in.

[0165]When some are applicable by either of Steps S706-S710 at least one, the

rendering processing concerned is stopped, and it is made to jump to required

processing from the printing interface which performed the above-mentioned

operation. If it judges whether all the print commands were processed at Step S712

and all print commands are not developed when there is that [ no ] to which all

correspond, the processing returned and mentioned above to Step S702 is repeated.

[0166]And if all the print commands are developed, it will display on the work file

predetermined window which has developed the picture at Step S714, and rendering

processing will be ended.

[0167]Of course, the timing which the request which terminates this is during

execution of rendering processing in other cases, and reads the data content of a

shared memory field is possible also except this. For example, if it seems that

processing time is required by reading frequently, whenever it develops ten print

commands, it is also possible to read the data content of a shared memory field.

[0168]When terminating a rendering, while writing in the data content showing having

carried out termination to the shared memory field, it may be made to write in the data

content showing the processing which should be performed next. What is necessary is

reading a shared memory field first, and making it just make it branch to the

processing which has been written in and which should be performed in the program

carried out after the end of a rendering, if it does in this way, when judging a rendering

usually not having been completed.

[0169]Thus, when specifying printing and enabling it to specify double-side printing

mode, While being based on double-side printing in the icon display field 24a7 which

carries out the icon display of the print page number at the time of preview execution,
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dividing into the surface and a rear face, displaying an icon and portioning out the print

page according to a print mode, Confirmation work which called off confusion with the

surface and a rear face and used the preview function can be made easy to perform,

in order to be interlocked with specification of the print page number in the icon

display field 24a7 suitably and to update the display of the image display field 24a8.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is a software diagram which shows the execution environment of the

printer driver with which the print preview program concerning one embodiment of this

invention is included.

[Drawing 2] It is a figure showing the operation screen which chooses a print function

with application.

[Drawing 3] It is a figure showing the display screen of a printing interface.

[Drawing 4] It is a figure showing the display screen of the printing interface for

detailed.

[Drawing 5] It is a figure showing the display screen of the printing interface in simple

double-side printing mode.

[Drawing 6] It is a figure showing the display screen of the printing interface in

double-sided folding bookbinding printing mode.

[Drawing 7] It is a figure showing the display screen of the printing interface in a

double-leaved print mode.

[Drawing 8] It is a figure showing the distribution situation of the print page in the case

of folding up by double-sided folding bookbinding printing, and considering it without

specification of number of sheets as the left binding.

[Drawing 9] It is a figure showing the distribution situation of the print page in the case

of folding up by double-sided folding bookbinding printing, and considering it without

specification of number of sheets as right binding.

[Drawing 10] It is a figure showing the distribution situation of the print page in the

case of folding up by double-sided folding bookbinding printing, considering it as four

number of sheets, and considering it as the left binding.

[Drawing 1 1] It is a figure showing the distribution situation of the print page in the

case of folding up by double-sided folding bookbinding printing, considering it as four

number of sheets, and considering it as right binding.
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[Drawing 1 2] It is a figure showing the distribution situation of the print page in

double-leaved printing back cover mode.

[Drawing 13] It is a figure showing the distribution situation of the print page in a

double-leaved print mode.

[Drawing 14] It is a figure showing the preview screen on which "1
" page was displayed

with the one side display mode in simple double-side printing.

[Drawing 15] It is a figure showing the preview screen on which "2" pages were

displayed with the one side display mode in simple double-side printing.

[Drawing 16] It is a figure showing the preview screen on which "1" page was chosen

as with the double-sided display mode in simple double-side printing, and "1" page

and "2" pages were displayed simultaneously.

[Drawing 1 7] It is a figure showing the preview screen on which "2" pages were chosen

as with the double-sided display mode in simple double-side printing, and "1" page

and "2" pages were displayed simultaneously.

[Drawing 1 8] It is a figure showing the parameter used when distributing only 1 page to

a sheet side.

[Drawing 1 9] It is a figure showing the value and the direction of heavens of a direction

parameter.

[Drawing 20] It is a figure showing the structure of the printing distribution table for

the whole surface.

[Drawing 21]When it is considered as right binding, without folding up in double-sided

folding bookbinding printing mode, and specifying number of sheets, it is a figure

showing a preview screen when "1" page is chosen.

[Drawing 22]When it folds up in double-sided folding bookbinding printing mode, it is

considered as four number of sheets and considered as right binding, it is a figure

showing a preview screen when "1" page is chosen.

[Drawing 23]When it folds up in double-sided folding bookbinding printing mode, it is

considered as four number of sheets and considered as right binding, it is a figure

showing a preview screen when "4" pages are chosen.

[Drawing 24] It is a figure showing the parameter used when distributing 2 pages to a

sheet side.

[Drawing 25] It is a figure showing the structure of the printing distribution table for

the second page.

[Drawing 26] It is a figure showing the distribution situation of the print page in the

case of folding up by double-sided folding bookbinding printing, considering it as two

number of sheets, and considering it as right binding.
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[Drawing 27]When it is considered as the left binding in double-leaved printing back

cover mode, it is a figure showing a preview screen when "1" page is chosen.

[Drawing 28j lt is a functional block diagram of a driver.

[Drawing 29] It is a main flowchart of a driver.

[Drawing 30] It is a part of flow chart of print page distribution processing.

[Drawing 31] It is a figure showing the direction parameter for the whole surface.

[Drawing 32] It is a part of flow chart of print page distribution processing.

[Drawing 33] It is a figure showing the direction parameter for the second page.

[Drawing 34] It is a part of flow chart of print page distribution processing.

[Drawing 35] It is a part of flow chart of print page generation display processing.

[Drawing 36] It is a part of flow chart of print page generation display processing.

[Drawing 37] It is a print-data generation output processing flow chart.

[Drawing 38] It is a figure showing a preview screen when it sets up not print the 3rd

page with the 2nd page.

[Drawing 39] It is a flow chart of rendering processing.

[Description of Notations]

1 1 — OS

1 1 a—GDI function

11b — Spooler

12 — Application

12a — Printing module

1 2b — Window frame

12c — Upper part frame part

12d — Pull down menu

12d1 — Menu

1 2e-1 2j — Printing interface

20 (21-24) — Driver

24a — Window frame

24a6 — Progress bar

24a7 — Icon display field

24a8 — Image display field

41 — GUI module

42 — Spooler I/O module

43 — Communication module

44 — Print page distribution module

45 — Print image generating module
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46 — Progress bar generation display module

47 — Print image display module

48 — Print-data generating module

49 — Function control module

51 — Printing page-icons area display module for one side

52 — Printing page-icons area display module for both sides
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S^:#RB pjfiBr* 0 . ±IB -Y - ^*^fiS»ftB©^f

^2002-55 80 3

6

[0 0 2 0] ±E©J: ^(cateJJLyt»*JB7 CC^*«

[00 2 1] $ e»tc, sS*^8 CCtaft>&ft9li*» ±fBfi

i -mmm i (o^-rtx^am^Bmi^ i/t^-^
n^A£IBti*b/dgf*CC:fo%>T, _LiB^y-^*l^£

[0 0 2 2 ] ±fc<D£5!tCffimistcm&m8lCfrfr&ft

9i«:*5(r>r«. tbewfi^w^a-r^EPBij-r^-^7^

KttSfcfc, -Y ^-^^CC^S3Srffl8(^v> K©»£1

r*rss&© i*^*-^ ^ r-& -5 £ ^ ? a <t*©affi

[0 0 2 3 ] t*6A,. COcfc 5ttiB»j«tt:«. SS^IBif

a»r*oTfc«fcl^L36»»iB»«*r*^TfcJ:C*

So

[0024] § e>cc, —wasy 7 F-)xrt*oT, —

*±cciatt itfc^t^ccjttDritg^iA^ ns <=t

x&tei,^

[0 0 2 5 ] C<D& WffiEPBI<3r>fB5c%S^#WS

<hT -Y 3 >«^««-C«BflH©EPJW^-^*#t ffiffll

(DEP0J^- ## i 4 ^ 0rWn $ if5
<Dfo&^>t:*~5tlctel<±xms%£ti, ^rOMMX^m

«>, S8*JB9&C^4«W«, EPJW"^-^#^*T^=i

%m lxepm^ i/t^ -^a^-r a epsu^* ut^ -mm:
tctel^r , WffiEPJ9J/PS3^<DJgS«rS^-f=tW SMffiEPM

JgffiS^ai . PSEPJPJ(DIB^(C|£ Gr±IBT Y3>
^««-C«*MfflU<DEPJBI^- tmWMVWM'*
-^#^<t LT^S-eS^SffiStCBT -< ^ >
K^^ggi . MBEPSJ^tCfcW &EPISiJ-<- is<om*) ft

vzmm-rzmvmimm^mt, ±ek»w3*i/cep
J9H- *W 4 MVliCMW) Lr±IB -Y ^ - ^fe^
ffi«(Cte^ SEPWJ^f©4*—VWx&*tJ&$ 2>4S-V>

[0 0 2 6] 3"£c£>'^. 3>e A -»rsijai3*i5*j*



(5)
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a, ^n^r&£ 0

[00 2 7 ]$fc, CCDcfc^^En^jyut^-^P^^

« i . mmmtrstR5n ep^j-^- ttmh b tc

EPJKK- £ * 0T31^£ & $kMffiftj£T

^*7ft«« fc *5 C*£ EPJJP*<D-M -^31*4 £ *f

[0 02 8 ] t&b%, ^rLfe^ft<D*5J«f*:4<b'tC

[0 0 2 9 ]

©epjsj^- t rnmm<DWB\^- ^s^- <b 4 w 30

EPPJ^I/t'^^o^A 41Eli U SrStftT4 C

[ 0 0 3 0] £fc. M*fll2Cc**4*?8«:J:n«, c

[ 0 0 3 1 ] $ ff^3 «:^4%wcc

K£H* 0T*S*S* S C i #*P o rWffiSr 9 «#»#EP

i^-^^mrrMSLT^ c <b *Hritr* 4

.

[0 03 2 ] 3 »«3S4K:*^4«WCC<ttl«.

<DEPBJ(DJIH*Oigj§L41|jBT ,*4. tr6^ 7

^2 002-55 80 3

8

r£5.
[0 0 3 3 ] 2 it3RS5(C^4^CCj:n«,
^MfflOEPJgiJ^ - ^#-S| £ XDfllKDEPM^- 1 4

wa«oWiHEpgijo»^cc*jc>r 4>®ffl pJfifer& 0 , fife

©EPJW-*- FroEPJWi©«^tt3&s«teti4.

[0 0 34] SfcCc, BWcW6«:*3&>**IB«:J:nK,

[0 0 3 5 ] 3 6tc, «C3^*4«9B«:J:Jh«,

EPW^^-^%«^-r-2>ec«*fe«)'C^K(Dfflgij=Jv>

[0 0 3 6 ] B»3fcl8CC3&»*>43BIBK:J:ti«.

Jt«W^B^ra4S*T4 EPPJ4*- imn**PK *>^- If

-

[0 0 3 7 ] 3 lff^9 (C^€>*?8«: ,

BI»©«**»r4Ep«^ue^-K{»*««r*, ft

1 0 sJptCp 4^0^ &c J: EP^iJ7*Ut^-^S4

[0 0 3 8 ]

CI6?l3<03t*<D»J»3 BIT. Hffi«c*>i-3C»T*«flB©

A i i & CC^g §n , T 'J
^- ^> a 6 OEPBWfig

[0 0 3 9 ] fHJSCCfcC^r. t^b-r^^XfA
(«T, OSi^o ) 1 lB7^y^a>12*

«EPM«ffi** Or 0 , C ©Epg»J«ffi*H?f"T4 <h EP

PJ^e^^-JH 2a^OSll(D^7^^7 ^j.-*y-'-

4>z-y *4 xmtfezmm-rzGn \ mmi 1 at^
-JUOrEPgiJ-f >^-7x m^a-
^y-»<DjaSi^"Siffii<cSJ:^ccor*4o

[0 04 0 ] 12tt77'';^^3> 1 2rEPBU«fiB4

a!Rr*tftmffiffii*^Lr*jo, ^>F^i2b<D

\Vr4)^l 1 2 c l<D^#St^£*ir^£e Cti^r

*y ^^^f/F*r4i^;U^^>^^^-l 2 d*«SS
^©*<d tepjsijj ^^^i2di *ntT-r4<tH

SCC^-Tct^aEPJ^J-O^-^x 1 2 e^iSjn
4o C<£EPJgiM>#-:7x^* 1 2 e^-rso^i
im5F7-/^2 1-24 (»urF7>fA2 0
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[0 04 1 ]
77*'j -ir—>3> 1 2#EP)SHrS^ 1

2a(CiotOS 1 1 */M/-C K^-/'<2 1 CcffiflW*

OttffBe©JU- JbCC H'J oT EPJ*U -f ^ - ^££j£T £/t#>

CDEPPJ:3-v>:> F<Z>SI^#r&«3> OS1 KDX^-7l
1 b^7,-iI/7r>fJ^MltSJ$t5, F^-f

g.K7^^*22 - K^-YM2 4iC*yl^r#MnJfiB ,C*

[0 04 2 ] H3*t7nTEPJSM4>£-:7*-f * 1 2 e CC

ntl^ D Ttcto^ PMfr^-^JB5^B*l 2eL i
T^-^m^mM 1 2 e 2 . RlflKfiaHBM 1 2 e 3 . m
*E&rWBS««i 2 e 4^?ntfc0, attiv^-rf

2 e s^g^sn/c^'^^-^ccae^rEPBii^TSi* 20

&»ff^^>-C*0, * + >-feJl/fB^##> 1 2 e 6tt

[0043] — moEnm^ecttiiLrEpmBa«
iSlRS-lf *fc«>Cct*«B*§7n?K^> 1 2 e 7 6*iT

7x^f^l 2 f *s*5*3ftTEPJ»K:~ F*iW?T*4J:
SICK*, cck«\ Mm$mwmm^mmi 2 f 1

Wffi»rD»*»*HlJPJfi^««l 2 f 2 t,

EP0JfB5*««l 2 f 3#«7n3ft. fctfBJE* 4OttOT

r«KC9JJI«S*«« l 2 f 3 ccoii-cttS e^c^affi

F*JBJe*"*** 2 f 4fc«S*3ft

[0 044] *fc % ftEPBHt- KCCOlvf J^fittBRcr*

^y-***fce-r*fti»K:*^3>*B*#*> 1 2 f

5^?n, ^Ttl^COEPfiJ^:- F£f§^L/ttfllST

*7*sa>1%7r;#Z> 1 2 f 5 *fttfp L/c»&K:EI 5 -
0 7 CC^^ - F fflEPJPJ0^-7x^12
g, 12h, 1 2 j ^*m$nSJ:^tCitCorC^o
[0 04 5] C CT&EPJPH:- F*COt>TBMI»- # 40

«WfflEP»Jtt*flB*S(D«Biili CCS—^- S>#©EP

wttfa 5 &<d-c& £„ a 5 icTjk-jrmtmmwm 4 > *
-7 1 2 gcc«^Enfflufctti«r«Ri;4ia*a
tR-rS3HD*|olJg^«*l 2g i*«5sn, *s^D.

a*fS5E-rs*F*afB^««i 2 g 2 -T*fi«*««

«Dft*a*B*«*i 2 g B&mffkztix I,*** -eu

r, *»CCS^*WJ81CCT<Sfc^<DOK;P^> 1 2 g 7 50

0 02-55803
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iSS^»CT-S/cfi[)0tt>^^^> 1 2 g 8#

[004 6] M®*r 0 «#EPMttffltt*¥#fc*? 0 , *

^EPw^-yoffi^^*ia8^iai nc^in^c
4 0^~2*DEPJffl*?T5<bl,T, JfO«*tScft

L ft I 8 <bB 9 Cc*VT <fc 3 *c SJEiffiK: *$

W £ 4 - S?««iCC—^— !S 9#WT 4 ^-
^fcEPBUT1

1 0«CCOffl3R6CHffiEPffJ*tf^C

<lcc&& 0 corns. m8imm^<Dwm~c£EMc<Dm

[0 04 7] ai0d:@l 1 ttffi9«#ft«*JB

3eofc»^r*9. ^n-en4tS[*jgSL//ci&&©£®
D<fc:&K&©09*^LTl>4. 1 0ftcDJBffi£f£ffllT£

[0 04 8] H6tc^TMSIif^fi^EPJ5iJ^>^-'7^
1 2 hCCtt8r9«^WB?n«« 1 2 h 1 #3S^3

ttfe, flaw*. rttoj cwfr&ecttflrrs

^WgttMWlrDg^Mtlt'fe. F3*i. HD

fc. *fO«*»»SB^«Wl 2 h l©T#fcttffi5Vfle

**-Tia*««l 2 h 2#*^3n£<£^CC&oT4d

Bfflfl 2 h 2 ai, fB5eT4Elfffl 2h2b©^, —

i;*iajfS^««i2h33W«7nsn. h&^d, fc^o,

To*a*tfter***aiB*««i 2 h 4-t&sj§

h 9 £&m%mMt?&tc*b<D* + >^)\s#$> 1 2h
1 o^ieHsnn^o
[0 04 9] atRCEPJWrtt, ffl»ttPlfflEP)B*«Ott

jSJg}^- FfcJgJET* i #CCp|ffiEPWJ*tT 9 C

i(C3tcS„ HI 2<bHl 3«W*«*-F4fSEL/ci
^<b. ^fL^O^ti^L/tl^c (HI 2tc^TJ:

^ 0 t(Dtc#>, iM©2^-^(hM©2^-^CO^
rMffiEPM*?f^ B ti

l6^, a^02^-yccocir(3:

ftl^-^(CB8 0r«T^3>^»i|82 4 a7tcr«4
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[oo5 0] mi tet&mt>mm'4>2 -7 * j * i 2 j

STSUrfcO, D*W*BS%«Wi 2 j i#»
msn. time tEmc, ±mc, rmoo^m^i

jjxffittl 2 j 2-T#SfS5*««l 2 j 5#*K3n,
3 h cc[tm cix<D&azm^r& us c a *g^s« 1

2 j 6^s$ntc^. ^ur. Af&ccRSSr^rs&K:

-r*/cfc©oK*'*> 1 2 j 7 isss^jaccr^/cfe
<D* + >-t)i'#$> 1 2 j 8^ieg$nri^o
[oo5i] #^Msenw> mMtfT*)M:&wmte£vi£

EPJSJTSSffi—fSiS«9 0 2^S*s**. 7-f=>>3bn«
«2 4a7CDfB^CtaE^K. ilSiSO « 1 . 2. 3. 4

-3 9, 4 0, Sffi—fSjSOttl . 3, 5-39, 2,

4. 6»-4.o<fci>5in«:tta. «-m—Jaiifeo fflffis

[0052] asoEPOTrtt, o s i 1^7-71 1

v ^-^§7' > 5? 3 0 ^msvmu j: 9 ocfe^jfe

<tpgll^&£&m\ SIIBCMYKt:? hv^f-

ZifiZsZf-v 1 1 b&ftl,X7'V>$3 0^Htfj3*VC

EnsJWf^ns. fete* ^»;>^30©ftaccjSDrc

[0 0 5 3] il^OEPfHCCfln*T . *F7-f^20
yu tr» -«*3&spjttr* 0, 13 cc^tepsm > £ -

7x^X12 eCC&*7*Ut^-}gintf£> 1 2 e 8*>Mf

>12«tTO<, K7^A2 0©iK(Dt, C

(D^-C77,'J^y 3 > 1 2ttE|D9J©^aH2X6CA

0, K^-f^2 4^±fBy-^^r-<^4S!^ii%^6
£P»w^-^%^pgssRGBfcf ? h^^^-^r^

[0 054]il4-il7 tt$i«PffiEH»l*tTfc 5»

2 «d . mrfmcorm^ 2 4 a 3 cc«ww*fTJB**
^>24a4i + t > -ferM^F £ > 2 4 a 5 £

in^. C<Z)T#8B2 4 a 3fCtt»jSr5^ayu^
^-2 4 a 6 &3^£*lTt>& 0

[0 05 5] ffiWtMR*^#2 4 a 2 £Tt*SB2 4 a 3

(7) 2002-55803
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£©ratcte^4^*0W^EnJ9J^-i?»-^©r-Y 3

24a7t*l JS 0 ©8KM*EPJW 4

(D^^-yi^2 4a8t^^ Si^-C^-rT^
>^tfM^2 4 a 7 ^MffiEPSiJ^tf fc

-Tttto*. aS"C*n«EP»J3n€)EP9J^-^#
^CDT-Y ^ >^#CC±77 6T# Cc i«jWr—yijtc

3

nsccjaarttt^ta-cis^cjpfur, c cor

Z> Bm\^

-

^#§©7 W r3 >£Jb#a> 6T^CWW

T

[0056] C©7^ >a^M«2 4 a 7 "Cltfifi

fCft.&7 ^XDEPW-^-^S-^CCOCir ttMSKDEPB'J

B#CC^»|5j DJftffiCD^HtcEPJgiJ^ ft S £>CD[5j±r£> 4 C <h

**—mmm ta 5 . mseppj-^«*epwc«hbe©f^m
*CC^SOH^£^SEPM^-^#^^gLL^^-c*

COJ;5tcL/t7-f3>S^i«2 4 a 7 t^I

[0 0 5 7 ] 2 4 a 8 fCteT >f

7K^iS2 4 a7ti/T3nrU57^ n><D5^ tftfi;

^StK O fcEp»H- 2^##tiftr«Sffi3&sa^3 n^> <fc

^W^tM. H 1 4CCjrVr09"CW r 1 J ^-^CDEP

ws^^iatRsn. c<d r 1 j ^-^<ta^ffi®cDtiT-

aW«5%3*lTC»&. *«eKr(c«±«aF0aB»CcEP»J^-

^§-^O^ffl£ r-<~^j CDS:?:*^*tTt». ^OT7^

30 *rca^brt,>£ 0

[00 5 8] ^accoi^rti&EPJSJ^-FfflEPM^ >^
-7x-fX12g, 12h, 1 2 j "CS^L/clSG^

40 *a3W»stir^4. ?%:t>%, m i 4 ^>ie i 5 ccTn-r

^^^a^SL/ri^cD-C{3:a< , H5tC7S-r^
fifS^«« 1 2 fir 2 -T*fcfi*&5*«« 1 2 g 5rfg*3
n/c^a^ftn^T*i^cD^D^ic^i±TaGK^a
^JlOA6n/c±. EP»J3ti^|SCD^a^««r'^3n

[00 5 9 ] 01 8-H2 0ttEPJPJ-Y^-^*^JSS-r&

tjcoJBSfflcc-ocd^- ^/d»%m *) ftw %m&tcmm-f
50 2»A7^-^^l/to^o EPIW*ff 5±rtt*feB*ffir
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g &c^T<fc 5 ct#ft'^

r

a j — rdj ssjo

[ 0 0 6 0 ] 02 Ote. C<D£ 5 &^;<

W* £ /c #$6WMEP JPJlnl —Mffl EPfi'Jli 0 #

K EPJW OT SMft 1/T l > < BIK: EPJSJ-T6 EPJ8I"*

-

s^*-^©IBff*«ai/r*ttWBEP»J«rff*4J: ^k:**"

Stab, SI—«S<t L/rEPSiJ^-^S#«rgIIC tt<

LT&EP»J^-^##C£tC^
^-£x, y, TM, LM*s<fcO'^7y-^?:«??

[D06i]c cr-sM-fg^o icm-3< &wmmm\

x.& l iig^K , gflJK^H^- t>/dC^ ^rWSSiCEnB'J b

r

«»^-^©EP«*»iLfcl^jSrSfttOfcffltt©

Sffi«:EPJSiMi OTa-lfKj&tt** **7^«atb3lt,

*i^ria«^-^*^^-^<DKfflK:EPWS-a'4itri

taS«*K-racia<iBlffiEP»J*^IIB4«:4. a*?.

3WiiB&»©^ 'J > * 3 0 «*<tWffiffJtc*&«x * ~; *
RUSK** ^*<D±*^6ffl«*l&ttO, 30

ffljfr 6fu^ffi^> tmm*®®) S-Gftifi 6>±ffitcEPBJ*tf

jfiurii<o ffiot, r i j -><-*/&t>WMUXi>< <t

-5* LT V ^ttsraEPW®*^JffljfiOS D

6

[0 0 6 2 ] H2 0©—BfflEPJPJSRfJ^Wf— ^Utt,

C©i^tt*»PlfflEPJW*l5ff^Ifl6K:L, 3 40

wcc*e *«iir* s j: 5 frc -r a yta . s-^- tsc t tc

[0 06 3] 014iil 5t'^T^y-^
«iS«#«PS®EPSiJ{cfcW4««ffiO^B!*S7SUTCi

£. C<D«^ -/ ^ -^«^H«2 4 a 8 43B6«:»jS|

^2 0 0 2-5 5 80 3
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*Kffi<Z)EPJW -Y -^£*7jrr^ c

[0 0 64] ««*C % _LifiTt*SU2 4 a 3 5C«^P

B^Ktetf £ U >¥ »J > ^(Diitf ¥*7 V

y>^iitf*j (DX*a7n*L/, "totticx ro%j
cox^i r i o o%j <D^t<DmcmB<D^~- y

[0 0 6 5 ] K^-f '*2 4**EnW-M-^42WKRG

C£icrj;2>tc&>. «fMS:STS. EPMGW^CCfcHfllG)

aa*«Tl»4^ EPBU<D»^ttOS 1 lT-X^'-JUS

^ - £©-C|SJ GH#

?tH-£^^^-r c t tt j: or a*?B*ffl4^ < l» o $ it

tcK). m^(tCMlTlsXi<>ZC£&ftfrt)^T<t!:Z<i:'?

xh, Wttc»-*-*WHI«:»^i»raff*«:«S%"r*c

[0 0 6 6 ] ^&C, 021-02 3fc£]3S«T OM^Si*
EPBiccfe^ a ^* b f ^ -co 4 j -^i^irt^ 0 c:

mmmm^W2 4 a 2 oepbk*- kqwccb

[0067] —jf s a s-ism^mm 2 4 a 8 x-mmi
sti^>mm<Di^<-^^Lxi>^K [is -si nc

[0 0 6 8 ] M2 HCmLrC^CDB, 7Y3>$7jvf.
igc2 4 a 7*CEP8U^-^CD r 1 j ^-t?*aJRLfeiS^
T*^ 0 , > - 2 4 a 8 tiiffilW 0 g^Si
^EpgnrEpgo^-^cD r i j ^c-^^EPBijrsfflttEffi*

<K-is<D T4 0j ^-^i^rEPJPJSnSCiJCttS

[0 06 9] ^it. aic««:o^r«*^-^c:icc
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[0 0 7 0] Sfc. H2 2 0C«Sr»5fi*tSc»<bO-Cjft)

1 2 h 1 r4W}§fl/ci|^$.
0 , CG>»&ttlH l l ct^-rj: 5 lcWffl^->><0 r l J

^-isteW&l^-iXD r 1 6 J ^-^<t&/^CEPJ5(I3ft

&#>6. ^i/ea-ttMrssshS. cct. r
•<3>g^2 4 a 7 rEPBU^ T4J 10

JSlRLfcJ: 5 3 2 3&C7}vrj:5*cEP»J^--

>><D T4J S^iEPlBP*—2*D r 1 3 J ^—^£#36

[0 0 7 1] CCt, T 2 4a7«li

[0072] zoi^^icmmvi^-iticwm^-ist 20

bT2^-^*S9«3^rS»^fC«, 32 4 432 5&C

7jklr£ 3?tcrtU-#&mm'ir2>* H2 4K:^<fc^cc

«t#fax F * h <LtfiWl*ly F^hi OTBiffi^n. ^ti

-pncOfifi?: h ^'7-^>TMib7 h7-^>LM
t5 7F7-y>MMfCtlfS. S7c, SffiCCtol*

[0 07 3] 32 StCirVrJ^Kfflffiffr^a

o#»t- zffr ccbm—mgiir-ia©ep»j^- 1>

^A^a<t Lmio^^y-^, #
t^aaiUTM, lm, MM*^n-en^r
& J: 5 cc ur c > £ <, c ouMfflepmm^Wt-^v tc

oiit^ fsa^f ^ j: ^ ccepjsw'*- z/com k> #w^ssc *j

<b u ra 2 6 tc^ir <t 9 tt«H c(ommtn 9 «*h*ep

#ffr-jia imff®§ <D'* ? * - 2 1 lxzms tix^

[ 0 0 7 4 ] 32 7 ««HDW*tt*- KCcteWi^U

«m»2 4 a 2(DEP®iJ^r- KOfflfctt rg^D : WSt<K

[0075] aacwaas*- K©EpjM-cfcjB«© 1 ^
-^tcEPjpj^--^4i/r2^-^3WW0^r6nsfc so

^2002-55803
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32 5CC^TZ!ffimEpraJg0^f'--^^^*iJffl-r

4. fc/cu w«stt*i»t»"cpraEpjpj»tif*>r. wans

[0 0 7 6 ] J£l±<Dcfc5^®a*Htf"r4 K7^fA2 0

CDfctt&tCiigUtyD^icbU^l fc<D#3 2

[0 0 7 7 ] SScD^fc^^CflCC^tjS^^fS^^

gu i^e^^-ji/4 l^fi^-r*. o*>A,.

£ L rWffiEPSM^5^CD}g^*S^fl-W SMffiEPB'JJg^

&ttm&i>m%ls-ci,*z> a F7^^2ouosi ucr
jBgn-JbSn^fia^. XV'-'y 1 1 b^ML/cX7'

^ -Y^^rJH^T^CD^^^-^ I /O^t^^*-
Jl/42-C*5o F^-^^2 OUWM^tif, ttft

JS^fJfp^ren^os i i cc*$i^r«Ftcsa«&»ffl"c

> y u >^^{t l tcy'p y^ A-c#> o r c (omm*

asr^ p y^ av u > ^ »; > y<Dcp±an¥**w#

[0 0 7 8 ] EPB«^-^9»^*^^--Jl/44ti±a5
L/ccfc 5 ttlTOEP]SJtt««CEPIW3tc4*-CEPW^--^©IB

ffiEP^Iilg 9 5*W t^- ^l/-¥>—fflffl EP©JJg 0^r- 7)1

tc *5 6 EPM-^-^(Dtmi^-y##0!S 9 ^tf o

* -;u4 4 &mm£umv&c*$w ^epsu^- txom n »w

[0 0 7 9 ] EPW^y->?^*>? ^-Jl'4 5«^7"-

7 I /0*^*-^4 2^^0T±IB t7-^^t ^^^r

f-^rM-r^o ccd^, ±iB-ffifflEp»jjg9^^
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Z *#JBT & c EPBQ ^ - istttmViC fgi LrTfBS S ti -6

^UhT*-<DIBCCffifl6U/c^BIBRGBbrv
- *»—hf»» o , aimoisccwfiffiir4 c <t & pj«gr

[0 0 8 0 ] 5«3

4 6GCHW7U H^n ^UXa-^S^^^^^;H
6«Tt*SP2 4 a 4 a SZSkmL

[0 0 8 1 ] EnBH^-S****^*-^ 5#s£jSO

/cEPB'J -Y y -VB£PB94*-^Sl^tV>*-)V41 f>m

RGBVv b^v77-Z<Dm^m4^LXmmls. H 20

[0 0 8 2] ±8EaiJH-f^-ytoS*^*-^4
5 twm V>m.m^V>a-;H7ir EPBU-^

-

4 il^ccaKi ut>f^- s*»5*«Jrtcc*?w 5 En

[0 0 8 3] EPSy^"-*^*^--^ 8 b:±kepjw

-Y - ^a-;H5 j£0 fc^RtlEIRGB fc*

-£fc£*:7*-5 I/0^a-;l/4 2^lt7, ';>^

[0 084] CCt, GUl ;e^a-Jl/4ni^7^

->>7 ^ ^ >«a»jn**^ -ji, 5 2 raffiBEPBUOfBS

#^ i sffiWJoenro^-t>&n t lxm^ s -a-

ftm 2002-55803
IS

[ o o 8 5 ] * lx. &±<o^mmtmmmm^ty^ -

;i/4 9tcTilS»f^»$nrt^o «tt»iJ»*^*
-)\, 4 9 i* C <D J: 3 KiiSiSW3tt«SI*3ltf5^SOt?

[0 0 8 6 ] ;Xtc. ±8Bflt^6<c**HJ6»S8<D»if^
SiftWrS. 132 9**K5^2 0©«BS7P-* + ~

[0 0 8 7 ] 7^ rJ^-'>3>i2T renwjj y-*-
1 2 d 1 *m=r?Z> t . BI3tC7n-rEPBiJ-Y>^-^*-Y

s i o o) 0 mm\^^^-y 1 2 e-ctsa^o

m&ta*mm%7jk#

*

> 1 2e7§^y^ ^aw^-r*.

-r-5<b, xf-^s 1 0 2ccri¥$fflA^©Jg^*o/c
feOi^iJKL. Xf-^S 1 0 4(CTi¥a0fflEPBU-<>^

-7^X12 f *«^UrEPM*- FCD«fR»f^*tT

[0 0 8 8 ] i-1f«^MffiEPBJ*fTfeli/cC^-C*

nawfinnEPRm^WR i2f i^^v^i, mh

«*EPWJfg7n«« 12f24^«;^U SSCEPISJ*

1f*l^cl^or*ntf«3HGEPB8Jg7S^l 2 f 3£^
y 9 fisxmiRT&ttbic, m*xm®temm&i%j£

So ^(depbij^:- F*atRurt^4*>*sxf-s>

7'S10 6, S 1 1 0, S 1 1 4KXfl»iS*l, aj/?s

n/cEPB«J^:- KO#3NHtt^< ^ ^ - ^ ^#S J: ^ Cc

^S108, S 1 1 2, S 1 1 6KlT*ftE-i-S-f

[0 0 8 9] ST, *ttMffiEP0J*tfl^ctiiS^, f¥*ffl

ffiEHJ^J^ >^-7x^l2f <D#^MMEPBWg^$I^
1 2 f yd?Lr*^H>fB^d<*>l 2 f 5

»; **-r5C<!:fc:J;*K EPBB-T^^-^x^X 1 2

R£t5ci{cft4. Strife 0OiSS^TX.fc6OK
#^>1 2 e7£^ y ^^t, ^^^i->-fe;l/L/cl^

^•fn<Dm&xi>x7- vzfs i o scd^ems^'^^-
^A*tefflif*ti»T-r5^ OK^^>l 2s

-b;l/^^> 1 2 g8«r^y ^^L/yt»^tCttA*Snfc
^^y-^o^tteraBRsnfcEPw*- k

[0 0 9 0 ] Ts^rv y'S 1 0 8**£7 0/c»^ X-r >

7'SllO, S 1 1 4rWffi»r0«*it*:EPBiJ^«Ma(;

EPB«r**iB*iJ»f3ti-r, UK. ^f^SlOOK
m-oxwmj^z-y 1 2 e^sw,,
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[0 09 1] JL-ifttSfacDEPffJ*- K*J&5£U £6

2e5^^'j v ^Lrai«ftSi!fs-ttrfeat^ epjm

95K S#©9fMM «5 r*£ jWRfe&MB L> fcWh« u

fM^ V y 2Ltci)HCMt>h'rx^vy'S 1 18<DEP

IM-t^A-iH 2 ateOS 1 1 ^LtX^7 1 1 b

CC*tUT:EPJSU=J^> K*IH#U EF*^-? 1 1

[0 09 2 ] H3 0tt6PW^-^lBQdW«ffl<D7P-

s o eps^- o #w* ~ jh& fliflj-r

[0 0 9 3] £T\ mj\<D^T v 7*S20 0 &CTEPWH:

BI*aJRl/TC»4»^tt. Xf7 7*S2 0 2fcTj=t-MEP

*B*»LfcfgL Xf 77*S 20 6 r<D#KTOEPB!W>5 20

*HD«W*gr •> y'3 2 0 8 J£TF "C^^fipjBEPBUffl

[0 09 4] Xf^7'S2 0 8rtt±3^fc—ffifflEPJPJ

o xmm±x<DWBia*- vojjmtmx&ittsci
cc tt 4 3&s

. ffi*ftic*f L/ri2gs ft sjibsa <* m t ba

rwc r i j ^-^asieasft. T***c^*±*cc[qi
JS^Epej^-^s^aio rfT < £fc 30

[0 09 5] CCDfctf), Xf>> 7'S2 10 T&£—ffiJBEP

*» 6 affi -^»* 6 18# tciBA LTl*f?\

**?<Daffi<3D^-^a«riaAL^:6. Xf-^S 2 1 2

9. Cft^SWWJCD*>(D^6iBAUriK t^^ctx
*5*»6 rij ,

r 3 j , rs j ••<tfdAurc^< ci
(CftO, HBO^-^ftttlWSS-^-CftO, Cft^rfj^ 40

(HdcD^>cD^e.fBAorci< ctx&>z>frh
r 2 j .

r 4 j ,
r6 j -il2AurcK citca^o

CCDJ^tCT*^ ^IfrMffiEP»jr*ffi*EPffJO

/cB^^rSPifK^ * * ^7(c«t^6 r i j ,
r 3 j .

rij, r 3 j . r5 j -iakfecifcfc*. 4Sc>Tli

ffi*EpjBi-r*<t. c©±B©«*lft«or r 2 j %

r 4 J ,
r6 J •<hEPJglJUTl><<D-C, r 1 j ^-t>©

Site r 2 j ^-jawawisti, r 3 j ^-^©«c
f4 j ^-^Epgiisftra*fito6ft4. se-o-c, * 50

2002-55803
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l>T*s0 , ±^^f^^^CCOftrEPJgiJ^-^##t^^
a»?=K:a #«WffiEPIW3&S4j C tifytltc C <t (C

[009 6 ] /c/tU EPffM^-S*D;£ftimiffiD#fa

iflais^iuj<b<Dffl^t>#ccj:-Dt:ig3 1 tc^vrjc^a

xzvijttmi&zmWiZttZffi. i»tt*ifij«:*fr4EPB(

«E«c||jK©EPW-Yy-2P*EPIJijrs»^ fflK*a»4:

t\ S 1 9fcTjkttft'^J~$temffibMWi> Taj

3^r® D ^to-t±4 cd rffljfiic^f or^ffi <b mffi i

raj ae», Sffi<D:frrpj^^-£ti r c j i^c^
[0097] — i&ffiXfaicMbxvm<Dmmcm&
(dwbm j -zsttmiTzms, EP»M-*-^&*iiiei£r

tcEP^rscifrcao .
r b j

-CRirr/ctf), EP»J^^-^*S*«J:^4i3cift^j£l£

TSCiCCttS. fif^t, 3E^D tftmc<DWr£;X'te3l

Tdj <hT4o iJSRGiTaDOtB^rtJiBISS

[0098] *^S2 1 4OCT0 3 1 tC^T*f)CERI

^*r-2> 0
r a j x&tite. ep^j-t^

te±rfi*a*Bfi«J« I2g2 -T*a«*a« i 2 g

5 rfg^ L /c^ a ffifBEPgiJS 0»W 7)WDffim

S*e*ai*LrEp»j^-^©it>rxr*4^^^-- ^

[0 0 9 9 ] Xf-;7'S2 1 6£if$7-f££. (33 2 (c

4 0 0O*0Wrtc<fc*3*7P-^ + - b ZMftV 2> C £ k*

cftTEPisy^--^»*3t»t-t®a^7T4 0

[0 10 0] EPW^-^KO^waHiftTTrii, S
2 9©Xf v7'S 1 2 QXyisV^-ZMVlLX^tcfy
S^^WIK-rSc 5ttC7nU/c<fc^iC. 7*l/b'^-f^
^> 1 2 e 8^:^ y v >?Wfe\sX*$*) , Xf^7'S12
2©EP«^y-^*flE«m«!fll*iaT-r4. i35ii
3 6«C(DEPSiJ-fy-^^J^7nMa*^P-^ +- h
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t LX J S - is&J&*:V * - >\s 4 5 £
U t -2)^f -v 7* S 5 3 6 cfc r 7" S 5 4 2

[0101]^f?«5 OO-CM 1 1 7tC^

Uc^>h'^24 a> ffla»«*S*»2 4a 2* T

(C. * 7'S 5 0 2 r«MffiEn»J^>i*ffiWJffll^«r*«J»f

T&o ^ttMMEnB'Jr^XT 5-^ 7'S5 0 4CcrEf1B0^-

i?<DT A 3 >^S««2 4 a 7 ^Sit^f <fc 5 ftPTO 10

Tffi»^-S*D7^n>€:^LT^<„ cncCcfc^T
=»>^«i«2 4 a 7r«*ffiillffi<DHlJBI^-^S

rr^>^6ti^, ^ot, ^7*S5 04-
s 5 o 8 (D^ii^MSfflEPS'j^- nym^M^ 20

y^^5 2«t§. JtBEPBU©*^**:*^

5-?*-^ 5 1 ^«^-re o

[0 102]^CC, Xf77'S5 12r^^-^

HCO^CD^StRr*^^^. -r^^JUhT^i r 1 j ^-SP

<t&£. X7v 7'S 5 1 4^9^- FttCfcOXCCD

^mmmmm-mmBrnm van*-^*fws u 30

-cfoo. ?'s 5 1 4-cti—SfflEpjSfjJS9##^~

7')lOfyfr^7n^-i'&J%-C$>*> r 1 j £^£?EPMffi

£«f£T£ 0 *KPIfflEn»J'C«ffltt©—ffitcEP

r r 1 j ^-y/^«?n^ Wffi!ir9*#

%^fflEL"C*5 0. ffltt<D--ffitCE|JJPJ"r40«2-^-^

[0 10 3] C©<t5CCUt:a^-^#^*«F5El//c 40

e>xfy7's5 1 6tcr^»«^-^##©En)SJ-^-
^^s-r*fcfi&tcffl^3tiri^En»J=»^> f*x-7

^7'S5 1 8rWC©ttffir©E|lW=i'V> F»*rff#

U 7f^S 5 2 0rttTro^l/^2 4a6*
r 0 j %rMMits 0 coEnpj3^> f»«u>#
»;>^ii-r^€fEn6(=iv>F©tg^rfe?),

aiur*ijm-r^ 0 50

^PI2 0 0 2-5 5 8 0 3

22

[0 104] Xf^S522-S5 26»U>^'J>
^-7'^lr^O, X-r v 5 2 2iCTEPPJnv

>F*Bi*j^ru>yy Xf77, S5 24t
7*D^l/XA^2 4 a 6<£>Stm£H&rr<5o *Ty7S
52 6r«^r©En»j3^>F*teao3fc/p*ij»TL/, ±
T&ffi***r«*)Si-r. ^f^s5i8, s

5 2 0. S 5 2 4CCC ?'a ^ UX'<-(DfS^<tM9r£tT
otfc^ 7*P^U^A-^i^^ A-JH6^i

[0105] £T©U>^y >^***7L/c6ia3 6CC

^frfcfc^KXf^T/S 5 2 8$CTffl*S*-Y-*-S^75^

«2 4a8«:S«t4. Xf->:7'S5 3 0~Cte—llEPJSlI

tt^f^ 7*S5 3 2-S5 3 6 Kr^fi <hEPJS'H

^a^T-So Xt^-7'S 5 3 2rtt«Dft*$W
tSS«««raSt5. —ffiEPJBO-Ctt^rfiJ^^^-^CC

6 -cfcH8«rh £ titcffimftic u ># y > y u fcEpisj -r

[0106] /c/cl, &±©*ftffl£r^frr£«^ u>
^ y >^ L ZcEPSiJ^y-^i7*y>^3 0 <dflStRSEfc:^

^M*$2 4 a 8 tC«*7nL*tife(/^Bl**Sr*&*l^fe

[0 1 0 7 ] CCTXfc^tc, ^i/t A -4HJSLt ,)^>
F«?»2 4 a-^7-f n>^^i«2 4 a7«ci**«*L
/c^, ^a^W-24 a 6 <D^*l£l>Tffiiffl^-ft

«fP±"T ^># U> ^ y > ^/cW«i£Tf LtfcO „ L

mzm^o, *e*K«r«7So, Ep»H-rf-^*asv

-T€>o S/c, 7'Ut^HJ K7 ^^2 4^1"!)^
U>^y >^(D^tf<t^P^UX^'-2 4 a B<DWM*P

^eyw^s^ii^n^o fit, jb-7Wic©

* y u>y y > ^©*±**S7S-r ^> f5- ^

ii*tiS4fiP^cu>yy >^4*S7Si±ec<bw:tt

5o
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[0108] WBM ^-^^U/c^Xt-'^'SS 4

W>24a5Sr^';^1-5U JEO^tWMV*

<D*C XT? 7'S 5 4 8CDWK^:Sr^7" ^^S
5 5 2 CCT-ecoaj?lI^:*fJKT^>o 10

[0109] —f&wttc, v zummwtemiRZM

\) v r^n -^t-^^w 1 1 -tt

[0110] y V ^-c&^f ^7*s

5 5 4 rEPflKtr 7 y«r»Bfe*r6 <b i *>«:»«©

5 5 6-rEPJ9JH-tf(?±7^**»JE-r5iifefrCX*^

* 'J ? *»f¥*L/c«5^-S/##*, 133 5&c^T*
7*7 7*S5 1 2&cra^-^#^£L>ra*f#u ±i$

UtcWmrate Sr*7n 5 *t±£ C £ 30

[0 l l 1 ] *fc. «^-y»-*©SOS«iW>»flF

7*S 5 5 0lCTfa&*J^S~2<D5\MffiM'^U&l,.

[0112] *#BWnaJW«)^r U^A--rjEL(r>i*B
T#n«OK^>2 4a4*i"J^l 4 EPJJiJ^-^

£$«^S*»7^££<!:fcte> OKW>24a4

m%&£tlZ>o C<D'&, M2 9 ICfjk-?Zir v ?S 1.2 4 40

r»±SB5 1 ntl^ ttftOKff«

wkt^o wm*mm?2>m&u;aTv'7s 1 3 occc

[0113] 133 7teC<DWm?-2$:&llihrti\j]-r

S/ca()©Mi^l/tl^. Xf 77'S 6 0 OT^ffiffl

SB» i ec r 1 j *Kj£-r***. cftttfflttBOJBttr* so

2002-55803
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[0 114] Xf ?7'S6 04-S6 261-J i ftS<Z>ffl

-XSaa L/tlK. ^f^SB04TOi tfc S<DJB*JWC

EPJMT& EP0I-<- *«fST S - EPJ**JJ1 «9 ftW f-- 7';u

EASntl^3&>6, i ft SCDfflffitC EPAiJT £ EPJffiP*

-

iffB(cBa»Sti ,CC»*EPIHI^-^*# ,C** B ^
L/C. Xf-?^S6 0 6"CI5lff«:Ei8Sn*:1f-f Xi*
fiJ^y-**BW#U EP«^-***jSR-r*, EPB'Jf"

- * tiEPin A^-isic >c£j#-r s©r . ^ u tr

»

-rEp»j^^-^*^aELrc»sa^cctt-tn*«»L

i'oma^ e> epsij -f y - 2^ tewjuffli^i^incit

[0115] EP»J^-**£l&Lfc6X^^S 608

>TMi h^-t*>LM*flS{S^£J:5te:?y
3 OKjgTKT&^y>»37> F^irm^-r

fOf^, Xf^'S6 1 OOCr—ffigCDEPJ^Jx-^
StU^TS. 77*S6 12-S61 BUrMB*^

[0 1 1 6 ] Xf^7'S6 1 i ftlWl/ci
i^ciriERi* r i j 1£»4>& yy> hu xf
^7lS6 2 0 tCT«ffi£**7 L/C 2 A % > **>5^*«

2 2Ccr*«rtCj:4tt?afe(Dt&7n*ar D Xf >;7'S6

2 4 rm$&&<Di&7znm u . *n ->rx©x -r

[0117] «M©»7* W S >*K^f, 4>4tHi*«6

«E3tS5». Xf -^S 6 2 6CCtft»^-^»7L/fc
fr&frZmWi-rZo &m^-V*feT LX^ti&WMr

[0 1 18] 02 Oic^rT<fc^CC4^->J^rc7)#^M
ffiEPJpmaftK. —BDfflEPIPBRQ^W^-^JKO 1 ?fS
^c«Ep»j-<-^#-^iur r i j ^EASnn^tD
t\ EPffj^-^s^iur r i j -^-t?*aw#orEPM

sic^r2Tf@cc r 3 j *JEA3nri^©t, epot

^^Sfiur r 3 j -^-^*w»i/rEpgijr*, c

<D^IIW7L/cC ttC^£*3 k Xf >;7'S622

[0119] *«^»*J»7L//c6^flCtt3tfB«Ctt
EPB^-^S^iOr r 2 J *iEAStin>i©r % EP

br r 2 j -<->?*HX»LrEPJSiJt, ^
l^r4tf§CC T4J ^SBAStltr^iO-C, EPJ9K->?

[0 12 0] f4j -^-^*Epw-r*tsa»» T5J 4
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ft 9. Itl^OT^f ^ 7'S 6 2 6

[0121] «±W. #*6WlHEP»J*ff 5»^"C*4

[0122] WffiJFr "5«*lt*EnBnftffC>fcC»»^ H
4 tc^TlfclfflfflEPJSiJ^>^7WX12f C0(3|®#t 9

•*«*EPJWtBS«« 12f24^';^ltt^a 10

>}g^tf#>l 2f 5*5"J^ *T&C<!:K:J:0* EP6U

[0123] coaTFBfflTtt, 9f 0**tSc«JS5£ii

Ot*n^GU IB*OT*OEWHl 2h 2 a^SJRSt 20

[0 124] *©fft©*eftd«>ratfi*50©S5Eft
tfx/c60K$'^>12h9*^y R£*+t
>i2;t/Ufcl^(D-C*ntf+i'>H2^7}<^> 1 2 h 1 0*
^y^m. c^-rtioa^rfcxf-^^s i i 2<dw

7'S 1 0 0k:jp?oTEPji5H>£--7 1 2

[0125] EPJPJWCCJSigL/cWnti^Utf^-Jg^Jp

$>i2e8«?V9 -T^xb, 1 1 30

EP»K-^«tl^^jiaJir«, *17J©*^ * 2 0 0

& 0 *sffi*foa*«*EPBj«:aiRort»*©r.
Xfy7'S 2 0 2lcxfrW£mm*tj;l>tmWi2ti. X
Tv-fSZ 0 4CCT^C*-f6l^BXf#*r^o ^f^S2

BEP®jr&*ftl>©rxf**:/S 2 0 8~S2 l 6£?R«

7'S 3 0 2 «TrpTB«f 0 «*»2W£PJSIffl©EP»J^-^ 40

[0126] Xf77'S3 0 2i^*z:®fflEPJ^J})g9#tf

f--^JU4ffijaEL. Xf-^S 3 0 4 T-«8t

^ITXf -;7'S3 0 6tCT—*<D-^-Sxa»*H-»

OiS^fe^gp^EP9JL/c^e>^S<tT-2>"C*>

or. xf^,s3 0 4t(j > fi^ r^coj o»^(cc
co±«d»*ft»urJS3Ett»K:-fe-y b1"5o *ot, fir so

f$g^2 002-55803
26

6-r«-*o^-^»*»mi£-r*. wb«o»#»*ep
Bflrt*. fflfr-Wc^^, 4^-^#Ep»J3ft£©r\

[0127] EPfilJ-^-SXDfiO^^^&^SCCtf ori^

gte-^ntw© r i j >?^^ r 8 j -^-^ir©
ID^ii, ^«WffiEPJPJO»^<!:^<Bli;r*&C<b

^--s^Wc-wt* 3IBCC4BW&—WBt&t&tMMicte

So

[0 128]»^r, Xf-^S3 12t'ttiSSOS

r 9 j ri 6j #
ffimwwmom^t a>6m n&wr i > *>© £ pi c

* <fcEpjSWBtt8 Br* 0 , —BJ8EPS*Ji69

r 9 j ^-^6 r 1 6j KB©—BSSB*

[0129] &*>\ (32 5 <b02 6CCttW -5«*ft»«C

#rc*4a>6> «r¥^-^i itii©-iswic
« r i j s

r 3 j £Ieau KB©—ffie«H«cc«

r 2 j ,
T4j <hfBAT^» 0 a^-2^ilvt

mffio—msmmax r 5 j %
r 7 j i±*tcr&iw-ciE

ALrt>*. »B©—bb««k:w r 6 j ,
r s j tiz

Abt^<. c©J:^tcumffi^EPIJiJ®«3

^

MCfBAkri^/dte*. H2 6CC^-r*fJ£RI^*%

t>©EPWr#*6MffiEP®J <»: |3«cc -5 C t ififtfo Zfr

[0 130]-*, ^T^^^-^ti^G^iEPP^
y - ^^[^] i ©Jfi^^toi* CC J; ^ rH 3 3 CC £ *) U
tt$M%tU%>. ±au/t<fc^ic^ttMffi-r*ffi*EP»J

rsEp«-Y>-^©^«*to6-r. (m*wc>rtbr

»fi«:»l/t9 0S@SE3l±/c8JS©EPJgiJ-<^-^*EP
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^y-^* rbj i-rn«. &m<D—mmmm±rmB

axfifa'*? r<ij it^
[0131] —#. ^K^Jc^otlloWlE^ili

[0 13 2] 77'S3 1 4&CT03 3 Km-tttRffl

[0133]^f^S31 6^7ltt i5£g£f&

Tufctcjflarr, xf^s3 1 srast i * r 1 j /c

mis? y ^> M,r#c<D i 3?g(Dfg9#tt£ff 5o

C<D/ttf>, ^ f ^ ^ S 3 2 0 ictX©Wft»*^*

4

£¥TO3ft&£, 7f ^•S3 2 2JCtJ?^MM?:

<htc&* 0 3«TIJ4 8^-^iJtCot**0

[o 134] *ux. mmcLxm&omtc-o^xm*)
ftmct^wz^ v y's 3 2 4Ccr«l*^-^*»7

[0135] EnJ9J^-^!St)^ifflIi4*J7-rS<!:, 40

l^Xr-^'S 1 2 2CDEpgiM^-^£f&a*teffl£li

ffT4. 13 5 ii3 6lC^TEPiiM^-^£f&^*&
fflCD^f- v^S 5 0 0t»B2 1—^2 3CC^L/cffiffi

SfoJt^K^EPJSJCD^utrA-s^rs^ ^ > F^te

2 4a. »lftf»**S#2 4a2. T**»2 4a3&£
©EP»j»««©«^**fT-r4. yctc, ^S50
2 x ttMffiEpjsd^JtffiEP9j^*w»f-r &#Mffitir o

»*EPJ9J«frSlEPWJr«&t»<Dr^7"y 504-S
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